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ABSTRACT

Normally, to control the inventory costs Economic order euantity (Eoe)

formula, by Harris (1915), is used. However, this formula is limited by its inability to

account for uncertainty and risk. In this thesis, we formulate some fuzzy optimal total

inventory cost models and non-instantaneous receipt fuzzy optimal total inventory

cost models that take into account fuzzy ordering cost, fuzzy holding cost, fuzzy total

demand and fuzzy cost per unit. For non-instantaneous receipt models we take

demand rate and production rate as fuzzy in addition to the above-mentioned

parameters. Fuzzy models developed in this thesis are applied to o(2,2)T.T.F.N. and

O(l/2, 1/2)T.T.F.N' The series of fuzzy models developed in this thesis provide rhe

flexibility to the industrial engineer to use any one or a combination of models as per

her/his firm's individual requirement.

Furthermore, to deal with such uncertain decision problem we incorporate an

attitude parameter c¿ of the decision maker in determining as to which alternative

should be selected. The measurement of the attitude parameter helps in computing the

tradeoff of holding cost as compared to processing cost. The value of cr is assumed to

Iie between 0 and I . Fuzzy models developed in the present thesis, are for single item

inventory and non-instantaneous receipt.

Models proposed in this thesis may be most suitable for use in Independent

demand inventory items. These models provide the decision maker with the flexibility

of being either conservative or liberal in their approach to the application of

subjective data' These models may not be used for very high cost or very low cost

independent demand items.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1993 Dell Computer's stock plunged after the company predicted a loss.

Dell acknowledged that the company was sharply off in its forecast of

demand, resulting in inventory write-downs. In 1993, Liz Claiborne experienced an

unexpected decline in earnings, as a consequence of higher than anticipated excess

inventories. In 1994, IBM struggled with shortages in the think Pad line due to

ineffective inventory management. In 2001, Cisco took a 52.25 Billion excess

inventory charge due to declining sales. These examples raise two important issues in

inventory management. Demand forecasting and order quantity calculation. This

thesis deals in fuzzy order quantity model formulation.

1.1 Definition of the Problem

The inability to efficiently solve a medium sized research problems and, use of

unfamiliar or tedious problem reduction or solution methods, lead practitioners to use

simpler heuristics. Researchers and developers of lot sizing heuristics forego

optimality comparisons. The objective of this thesis is to provide an alternate, easy to

understand and improved means of obtaining optimal lot sizing solution. This chapter

gives a brief introduction to these problems.

The classic economic lot size model introduced by Ford H. Harris (1915) is a

simple model that illustrates the trade offs between ordering and storage costs.

Consider a warehouse facing constant demand for a single item. The warehouse
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orders items from the supplier, who is assumed to have an unlimited quantity of the

product. The model assumes the following (Simchi-Levi et. al. 2003) form.

o Demand is constant atarate of D items per day.

. Order quantities are fìxed at Q items per order; that is, each time the

warehouse places an order for Q items.

o A fixed cost (ordering /setup cost) S is incurred every time warehouse places

an order.

An inventory carrying cost, H, also referred to as holding cost, is accrued per

unit held in inventory per day that the unit is held.

The lead-time, the time that elapses between the placement of order and its

receipt is zero.

Initial inventory is zero.

o Planning horizon is long (infinite).

The available data associated with the variables of lot sizing problem, is

commonly imprecise. Due to this ambiguity in the data available, the problem model

cannot yield an optimal solution. Therefore, some tool is required to account for this

impreciseness in data

The goal here is to find the optimal order policy that minimizes annual

purchasing and carrying cost while meeting all demand. This is a simplified version of

a real inventory system. The assumption of a known fixed demand over a long

horizon is clearly unrealistic. Replenishment of products very likely takes several

days (it can be solved by placing an order several days in advance without loosino

continuity to solving this problem). Requirement of fixed order quantity is restrictive.

Surprisingly, the insight derived from this model will help us to develop inventory
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al.policies that are effective for more complex realistic systems (Simchi-Levi et.

(2003)).

However, classic economic lot size model introduced by Ford H. Harris is

limited by its inability to account for uncertainty and risk. This deficiency has

generally been dealt with probability theory. When the cost parameters are treated as

random variables, they can be expressed in terms of their expected values requiring

precise numerical assessment of uncertainties.

There remains imprecision (fuzziness) in the assessment of the expected cost

and demand data that in general, has been ignored in the analysis resulting in sub

optimal decisions. This research presents the application of fuzzy set theory to handle

imprecision in cost parameters. The model being developed may be most appropriate

for inventory management applications involving human judgment. It is well known

that the inventory costs are composed of the holding costs H and the ordering

coslprocessing costs S.

Reasons for Fuzziness

In this section reasons for fuzziness in demand and cost data are explored.

1.2.1 Reasons of Fuzziness in Demand

First and foremost is customer demand, which may be known in advance or

may be random (Simchi-Levi et. al. (2003)). The classic economic lot size model

ignores the issue of demand uncertainty and forecasting. Where as in reality the

forecasts may be incorrect. Nahmias (1997) has gone so far as to suggest, "the

forecast is always wrong and longer the forecast horizon, the worse the forecast".

t.2



1.2.2 Reasons of Fuzziness in Holding Cost

Inventory holding cost consists of state taxes, property taxes, insurance on

inventory, maintenance cost, obsolescence costs, which derives from the risk that an

item will lose some of its value because of changes in the market and opportunity

cost. This represents the return on investment that one would receive had money been

invested in something else instead of inventory (Simchi-Levi et. al. (2003). Some of

the reasons of fuzziness in holding cost may be as follows.

o Cost of capital currency fluctuations.

c Place/country in which capital is raised (example Canadian interest rates are

higher by 2 percentage points over US interest rates).

o Cost ofhandling and breakage.

o Cost of obsolescence (very high in case of computer and electronic industry,

quite low in steel industry).

o Cost of insurance inventorv tax.

o Cost of errors in handling du,u pro..rring.

o Cost ofstorage space, place ofstorage.

1.2.3 Reasons of tr'uzziness in the Setup/ Ordering Cost.

Some of the reasons of fuzziness in setup/ordering cost may be as follows.

o No two humans can have same efficiency.

s No one human can have same efficiency during different times of the day or

through out the day.
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@ No two cities have the same cost of living thus same salary rate thus same cost

of work done per unit of time.

Thus, it becomes necessary to consider a degree of fuzziness in the cost and

demand parameters. When the demand rate is constant over time, the associated

problem of planning is rather simple because the use of classical Economic Order

Quantity Model (EOQ Model) gives us optimal results. But when the demand rate

varies over time, is dynamic in nature. The problem considered for this study is single

item inventory replenishment and non-instantaneous replenishment with dynamic

demand, variable production capacity, variable holding cost and variable processing

cost.

Finally it is proposed to use the concept developed by Dubois and Prade

(i987) which suggests that the membership function of a fuzzy number can be

assumed as piece-wise linear, represented by four parameters ã,1, ã2, a'3, a¿. We assume

that the decision maker is considering a compromise between holding cost H and

processing cost S.

1.2.4 Significance of the Models Developed in This Thesis

Models proposed in this thesis may be most suitable for use in independent

demand inventory items. Independent demand items are shipped as end items to

customers and may be as finished goods or spare/repair parts. Demand is market-

based, and is independent of the demand for other items. It may not be advisable to

use the models developed in this thesis on dependent demand items or on very high

cost or very low cost independent demand items. Models developed in this thesis are

programmed in Microsoft Excel for the purpose of solving examples that illustrate the

use of these models.



1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The analysis has been done primarily keeping in view the general nature of

subjectivity and unknown factors in the data assuming that the previously known data

also contain some element of uncertainty and can be depicted in the form of

O(1/2, l/2)-Túangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (O(t/2, 1/2)-T.T.F.N.),

o(2, 2)-Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (o(2, z) -T.T.F.N.) or Trapezoidal Fuzzy

Numbers (Tr.F.N.) The usefulness of special cases of o(m, m )-Triangular Type

Fuzzy Numbers (O(m, m) -T.T.F.N.) is provided in Appendix-2.

Chapter I introduces the concepts and problems considered in this thesis.

Chapter 2 deals with the literature review of the problems considered with an

objective to recognize the work done by other researchers.

Chapter 3 deals with modeling the inventory problem taking holding cost,

ordering/preparation cost, demand and cost per unit asfuzzy. The aim is to fìnd the

optimal total inventory cost that incorporates subjectivify in the data using

O(112, l/2)-T.T.F.N. and O(2, 2)-T.T.F.N.

Chapter 4 deals with fuzzy non-instantaneous receipts inventory model. Fuzzy

non-instantaneous model is developed taking fuzzy holding cost, fuzzy ord,ering cost,

fuzzy total demand, fuzzy demand rate, luzzy production rate and fuzzy cost per unit.

The aim is to find the optimal total inventory cost that incorporates subjectivity in the

data using O(ll2,ll2) -T.T.F.N. and O(Z,Z) -T.T.F.N.

chapter 5 uses variation of fuzzy inventory models from chapter 3 and

Chapter 4 that use only either holding cost or ordering cost as fuzzy. Tr.F.N. are

applied to these models and a compromise is found befween holding cost and ordering

cost. Compromise incorporates the degree of preference THS of the holding cost as



compared to ordering/setup cost. Finally,

contribution made by the thesis, along

research are given in Chapter 6.

I

the conclusion and the discussion on the

with some recommendations for further



Chapter 2

Literature Survey

This chapter provides a survey of the literature dealing with inventory lot

sizing problems and other concepts considered in this thesis. The purpose of this

chapter is to review the developments, and to identifu the status of existing literature

in this area.

2.1 Classification of Literature

ZolIer and Robrade (1988) suggested a convenient classification scheme for

the existing literature by categorizing it into following three categories:

e Optimizingtechniques

o Stop rules (heuristics) and

o Heuristicalgorithms.

Using the above classification scheme, we discuss the Iiterature as follows.

2.1.1 Optimizing Techniques

The first reported work on inventory control was by Harris (1915). He derived

the classic Economic order quantity (EOQ) formula. Wilson (i934) contributed a

statistical approach to find order points, thereby popularizing the EoQ formula in

practice. The basic formula for economic order lot sizing is as follows:

ESDEoQ=lu Q'1)

where,

S : Fixed cost for the replenishment of an order,

D: demand rate of the item (normally annual usage rate),



C : unit variable cost,

H: cost of one dollar of item tied up in inventory for a unit of time.

Let,

h: C x H: unit inventory carrying cost

where D and H have same unit of time.

EOQ formula determines a single point or quantity and assumes a constant

demand. However, when the demand rate varies from period to period, the results

from the EOQ formula may be deceptive.

Since its inception, there have been hundreds of academic papers researching

numerous variations to the basic EOQ model and its underlying assumptions.

However, few have directly looked into the case when the inventory carrying cost and

ordering cost are vague.

Park (1987) considered the case when the inventory costs are trapezoid fuzzy

numbers. For example the carying cost is defined by four points (hu, hu, h., h¿), where

the decision maker has given the range (hu, hJ as the most likely range of values for

h, and the larger range (hu, h¿) outside of which h is very unlikely to fall. park (1987)

suggested using (hu + hb + h" + hd)14 as the estimate of carrying cost h, and similar

estimates for ordering cost S, in the EOe formulae in (2.1).

Vujosevic et. al. (1996) also consideredtrapezoidfuzzy inventory costs. They

provided various ways of determining EOQ. These methods include replacing both

fuzzy trapezoid costs with their center of gravity and substituting in equation (2.1).

For example, center of gravity of h is derived by

h,"r= Ipnhd,,/JF,,d,

where p¡ is the height of trapezoid at point h.
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Optimization technique with variable demand was first suggested by Wagner

and V/hitin (1958). They used dynamic programming to solve the problem.

2.1.2 Stopping Rules

Stop rules (Zoller and Robrade, 1988) increase the cycle length and stop as

soon as some transformation of the controllable cost is reached.

Least Unit Cost Rule (LUC) is probably the earliest heuristic, the exact origin

of which hasn't been traced out. Gorham (1968), compares the LUC and least total

cost (LTC) methods and concludes that LUC method is eratic. Although it performs

well on one set of data, it fairs poorly on another set of data

The part period rule was introduced by DeMatteis (1968) and Mendoza (1968)

and is the same as the Least Total Cost (LTC) rule (Gorham (196s)). The basic

criterion in these rules is that the requirements for the successive periods can be added

to the same lot as long as the cumulative carrying cost does not exceed the ordering

cost.

Silver-Meal rule (Silver and Meal (1973)) is identical to Least Unit Cost rule

except that here the total cost is divided by the number of periods included in the lot

and not by the sum of demand quantities. Groff (1979) introduced a policy under

which the demand for a period is added to the lot if the marginal savings in ordering

cost are greater than the marginal increase in carrying cost.

Boe and Yilmax (1983), Freeland and Colley (1982) proposed Incremental

order Quantity (IoQ) where the cycle length should be increased as long as

incremental carrying costs does not exceed ordering cost. Brown (1977) proposed

Period order Quantity (PoR) in which the EoQ is divided by the average demand

during one period to obtain the number of periods whose requirements are to be
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covered by the lot size (rounded to the nearest positive integer). Thus, in POQ

method, the time between orders remains fixed, but lot size changes.

2.1.3 Heuristic Algorithms

In the previous section, some rules are discussed, which are single pass

stopping rules. The stop rules terminate when some transformation of controllable

cost is reached, while the algorithms further look ahead or behind and compare

different alternatives to improve the overall decision.

Trux (1972) proposed to use the IOQ rule to find a safe maximum and then

examines if the corresponding lot can be split into two lots. Gaither (1983) determined

two subsequent lengths and examined if shifting a demand from first lot to second lot

is more profitable or not. In fact, Gaither's (1983) is an improved version of his

previous algorithm Gaither (1981), after the comments from Silver (1983) and

Wemmerlov (1983).

Blackburn and Millen (1980) proposed that the cycle length determined by

Part Period Rule could be increased if a closer balance of ordering and carrying costs

can be maintained. Karni (1981) proposed that pairs of lots should be combined into a

single order through an iterative procedure with a maximum gain in terms of net cost

reduction.

)', Other Approaches

Trigeiro (1987) examined a mathematical programming method of accounting

for capacity costs for deterministic, multi item, single operation lot sizing problem.

Golany et. al. (1991) successfully applied a goal programming inventory control

model at a large chemical plant in Israel. The relative performance of different
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heuristic methods is compared in Karni (1986), Nydick and Weiss (1989), Zoller and

Robrade (1988) and Drexl and Kimms (1997).Zoller and Robrade (1988) provide an

extensive comparative study of different methodologies implemented in commercial

software. Ptak (1988) provides an excellent comparison of various inventory models

and carrying costs.

Tersine and Barman (1991) derived optimum lot sizing algorithm for dual

discount situations by structuring quantity and freight discounts into order size

decision in deterministic EOQ system. Bretthauer et. al. (1994) formulated a resource

constrained production and inventory management model as a nonlinear integer

program.

Dellart and Melo (1996) presented two heuristic procedures for determining

production strategies under the conditions of constant capacity. Stadtler (1996)

formulated a mixed integer-programming model for calculating lot sizes and

performing sensitivity analysis by varying end of period inventory levels. Kimms

(1996) also considered the same problem under the assumption of starting with initial

inventory. Voros (1995) determined the range of feasibility of setup costs. Gurnani

(1996) considered the lot-sizing problem under random demand and quantity

discounts being offered after the orders have been placed. Martel (1998) formulated

the problem with holding cost as a function of purchasing price. Moncer and Ben-

Daya (1999) developed stochastic inventory models as continuous and periodic

review models with mixture of backorders, lost sales and the base stock model.

Gupta et al. (2000) considered the trade-off involved between inventory

depletion and production costs under demand uncertainty. Hsu (2000) presented a lot

size model for perishable inventory where stock deterioration rates depend on both the

stocks' age and its period of production. Pan and Hsiao (2001) presented inventory
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models with back order discount and variable lead-time to ensure that customers \¡/ere

willing to wait for the back orders. Sobel and Zang (2001) study a finite-horizon

periodic review model where, in addition to spot demands, there are known

commitments in every period. Chen, Feng and Simchi-Levi (2002) consider the

periodic review two-echelon inventory system consisting of a supplier at the upper

echelon and multiple retailers facing interrelated demands at the lower echelon, and

show that under certain condition, inventory positions at each location are stationary,

uniformly distributed and independent of the inventory positions at other locations.

Chiu, Chen and Weng (2003) proposed a near optimal forward dynamic programming

algorithm to solve the deterministic time-varying demand lot-sizing problem in which

learning and forgetting in setups and production are considered simultaneously.

Martel (2003) develops rolling planning horizon policies to manage material flows in

multi echelon supply-distribution networks with relatively general stochastic demand

processes and procurement, transportation, inventory and shortage cost structures.

Suerie and Stadlter (2003) provided a mixed integer-programming model for the

capacitated lot-sizing problem with linked lot sizes. Yao and Chiou (2003) considers

an integrated supply chain model to minimize the vendor's total annual cost subject to

the maximum cost that buyer may be prepared to incur.

It is worth noticing that during the last four decades the fundamental notion of

fuzzy set theory has been elaborated mathematically. Both Gaines et.al.(1977) and

Kandel ef.al.(1979) present a brief overview of early fuzzy set theory and related

topics. Maiers and Sherils (1985) provides a more recent review of literature related

to application of fuzzy set theory. The application of fuzzy set theory to handle

imprecision especially related to human judgment is presented by Chan and Yuan

(1990). Ammar and Khalifa (2003) present a solution approach that separates fuzzy
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left hand side problem from fuzzy right hand side problem. Karwowski and Evans

(1986) explained potential application of fuzzy methodologies to various areas of

production management and important areas of research.

In the area of inventory and production under fuzzy environment Sommers

(1981) applied fuzzy dynamic programming. After reexamination of EOQ formulae in

terms of fuzzy sef theory, it is clear that the work by Kyung S. Park (1987) is the fìrst

step in order to serve cost parameter under fuzzy environment. Bector et. al. (1992)

applied fuzzy linear programming to inventory lot-sizing problem.
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Chapter 3

Fuzzy fnventory Models

In certain situations crisp EOQ model may not be practical in certain situations, as

it may not be able to deal with ambiguity/subjectivity in data for holding cost, ordering

cost or demand. EOQ formula is also limited by its inability to account for uncertainty

and risk. This deficiency, in certain cases, has generally been dealt with using probability

theory. However there remains an imprecision (fuzziness) in the assessment of the

demand and cost data. Such fuzziness is being ignored in the analysis, thus resulting in
sub-optimal decision. The methodology suggested in this chapter may be appropriate for
independent demand inventory management applications that involve human judgment.

In this chapter, an inventory model is suggested assuming that the data available for
holding cost, ordering cost, cost per unit and demand is subjective and vague. It is solved

here using elementary fuzzy algebra.

3.1 Notations

In what follows notations will be used as given in this chapter. Later if necessary,

more notations will be added as and when required.

T: Total Cost,

H: Holding Cost,

C : Cost of one unit of Product in Inventory,

Q : Order Quantity,

D: Annual Demand of the product,

S : Ordering Cost,

Q.: Optimal Order Quantity,
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Z-: Optimal Total Cost.

Below introduced notations will be used in the development of fuzry models.

f :Fuzzy total Cost,

È :Fuzzy holding Cost,

Ô = Fuzry cost of one unit of product in inventory,

ñ :Fuzzy annual demand of the product,

S:Fuzzy ordering Cost,

f.:Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost.

3.2 Crisp fnventory Model (Anderson et. a1.,2003)

The first reported work on inventory control was by Harris (i915). He derived the

classic EOQ formula given in (3.2) below. The total cost of inventory has two cost

components, ordering cost and holding cost. Annual ordering cost is equal to the product

of number of orders per year and cost per order. Annual holding cost is the product of
average inventory and annual holding cost per unit. At any given time the maximum

inventory is at the time when the stock is replenished and is equal to the order quantity

assuming no safety stock. Assuming a constant withdrawal rate and uniform restocking

the average inventory is half of the order quantity.

Total cost : (annual ordering cost) + (annual holding cost)

(Annual ordering cost) : (number of orders per year) x (cost per order)

Annual ordering cost : 3"S
0

(Annual holding cost) : (average inventory) x (annual holding cost per unit)
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Annual holding cost

D,S HCQ
l_--r o2

Value of Q willbemosteconomicalwhen Q2 =

^+ EDS() = -l-\ac

This yields optimal total cost

ñ* D,S HC trDS- Ens'z\nc
\HC

3.3 Fuzzy fnventory Modet

f = 
,r *ÈÔgo2

Rewriting (3.3) in terms of a-cuts of the fuzry numbers,

: 9*HC .

2

Taking first order derivative of T (total cost) with respect to Q (order quantity) in

(3.1) and equating it to zero the most optimal value of order quantity, also known as EOQ

is obtained and is as given in (3.2). EOQ can also be found by equating these two

components of the total inventory cost.

2DS

(3. 1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Fuzzy model for total inventory cost corresponding to the crisp model given in

(3.1) is developed in this section taking fuzzy ordering cost S ,fuzry holding cost Ê,

fuzzy demand D and fiizzy cost per unit Ô . This model is named as Fuzry Inventory

Model One (FMl) which is given in (3.a) below. Simplified results of (FM1) are given in

(3.10), (3.11), (3.14) and (3.15).
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In what follows necessity index and its results as described in Appendix-l in

A1.2.1 are used. The first order derivative of lrrça¡, rr@)l is taken from (3.5) with

respect to Q as given below in (3.6). Second order derivative is taken in (3.7) below and

a positive value of second order derivative proves that the corresponding order quantity

will result in minimum total cost. The first order derivative from (3.6) is equated to zero

in (3.8) below to get an optimum value for lot size /order quantity. c¿-cut Qi@)ana

Qi@¡ (fuzzy EOO from (3.7) and give them in (3.10) and (3.11). Oprimal order

quantity or EOQ is given in (3.12).

ü%ø = -lD,ça¡, D,(ùl[s, (o), s,@]þ

[r, @), r,@)]= lD, (a), D,@)l[s, (o), s r@];

+ fn, ça7, H r@)llc, @), c rfùlî

+ fn,6¡, H, @)llc, @), c,@)]:

,þ%ø = +zlD,(a), D,(el¡,S, (o), s,@];

þ, o] = -ln,@), D,@)l[s, (o), s,@)]þ

+ W, @), H, @)llc,@), c, @)l+

vø e þ, i] (3.s)

vaeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

vaeþ,t]

(3.6)

(3.7)

þ,or= -lryt,ryt).1"ry-,
'l

þ,ol=lu,ro,r, _ H r(a)C r(a) _ 4 (ø)S, (ø) I' 2 ----d- l

,(a)c
2

Hr(o

(3.8)

vøeþ,t]

vø e þ, t] (3.9)
Dr(a)Sr(a)

Q,



Hr(a)Cr(a)
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O'(a\ = Vøeþ,t] (3.10)

Qr,(a) =
2Dr(a)Sr(a)
Hr(ø)Cr(a)

vøeþ,i] (3. 1 1)

vaeþ,t] (3.r2)

The generalized formula for EOQ as derived above in (3.12) is substituted in (3.5)

to get corresponding optimal total cost, as given in (3.13) below. T,r(a) and Tl(a)are

given separately in (3.14) and (3.15) below.

V,. (o),r,@))=

.l+ u,(ø)c,(a)
L-

vøeþ,t]



D,(ø)S,(a) , I+- Hr(a)C,(a)
lzDr(a)S,(a) 2

I H,@)cl")

2D,(ø)5,(a)
Hr(a)Cr(a)'

20

lIto,-','f=
vøeþ,t] (3.13)

W * ! u. t otc ^, o, [, o,(") s,(")
l2D,(ø)5,(a) 2 ¿\ " 'Ï H,(a)C,(a)

! HJù:J")

va e þ, t] (3.14)

vø e þ, t] (3.1s)

Generalized formulae for the EOQ are given above in (3.10) to (3.12) and the

formulae for fuzzy total cost for (FMl) are given above in (3.13) to (3.15). From (3.7),

(3.10) and (3.11) it may be observed that the values given in (3.14) and (3.15) are

minimum values. (FM i ) takes into considerati on luzzy ordering cost, fuzzy holding cost,

fuzzy demand and fuzzy cost per unit. There are many business situations where some of

the above mentioned parameters are crisp. In those situations, variation of above model

can similarly be derived.

3.4 Some Applications of theFuzzy Inventory Model (FMl)

The fuzn¡ inventory model (FMl) is further developed here using two different

kinds of fitzry numbers. These fuzry numbers are

n Order (2,2) triangular type fuzzy number (O(Z,Z) -T.T.F.N.)

o Order (112,112) triangular typefuzzy number (0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.)

2Dr(a)5,(a)

2Dr(a)Sr(a)
Hr(a)C,(a)
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Motivation for using these types of fuzzy numbers in this thesis is given in

Appendix-2.

3.4.1 Application of Fuzzy Inventory Model (FMl), to OQ,2) -T.T.F.N.

In this section O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.'s are used. The membership function and o-cuts

are written for ordering cost, holding cost, demand and cost per unit. These newly defined

cr-cuts for all fuzzy numbers are substituted in (FMl) to get a special case of (FMl), this

special case is named (FM1o(2,20.

Membership function and c¿-cut for ordering cost, S: (S,, Sz, S¡)ofz, Ð are as

follows.

þs=

0,

r :2

l-f s'-" 
I

[S, -s'J '

r :2

r-f "-s' I .

[s,-Sr)'
0,

r<S,

S, (x<^S,

S, <x<S,

x>S,

vøeþ,t]
Vøeþ,t]

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

s, (ø) = (S, - (.s, - ^Sr Xl - o)''')
S,(a)= (S, +(E -E)C - o)''')

Membership function and

follows.

ct-cut for holding cost H: (Hr, Hz, H¡)o(2, z) are as

0,

,-( u,-* \' .

[Hr-H,)'

r( *- H'\' 
.(.1/r-Hr)'

0,

xSH,

Hr<x3H,

Hr3x3H,

x2 H,

þn= (3.1e)
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H,(a) = (H, - (H r- ÌI, Xl - o)''')

H r(a) = (H, + (H, - H r)e - o)''')

Membership function and

follows.

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

c¿-cut for demand, ô : (Dl,

(3.20)

(3.2t)

Dz, D¡)o(2, 2) are as

D,(a) = (D, - (D, - D,)(r - a)' t'z)

Dr(a) = (n, + (D, - Dr)(T - a)u')

Itn =

þc=

0,

,-( o'-*\'.
[Dr- D,)'

ç( '-D,\' .(.¿-Dr)'
0,

0,

,-( c,-*\' 
.

[c,-c,)'
t '¡2

t-l *-c, I .

(C,-Cr)'
0,

xlDt

Dr<x<D,

Dr1x1D,

x2 D,

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

x<Ct

Crlx<C,

CrSxSC,

x2C,

vøeþ,t]

vø e [0, t]

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

Membership function and o-cut for cost per unit, C : (Cl, Cz, Ct)oe,2) are as

follows.

C,(a) = (C, - (C z - C t)(I - o)''')

C r(a) = (c, * (q - C)e - o)''')
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substituting the value of c¿-cuts as given by (3.17) to (3.27) in (3.10), (3.11),

(3.14) and (3.15) a special case of fitzzy inventory model (FMl) is obtained ((3.28) to

(3.31). This model is called (FM1612, zt) as it uses o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N for ordering cost,

holding cost, demand and cost per unit. Results of EOQ and total cost for (FMls12, z¡) are

given below.

Qi@) = va e þ, t] e.2s)

O. (a\ = va e þ, t] e.2s)

T,(a) =

vø e þ, t] (3.30)

r)@¡=

* l(r, + (H, - H,)(r - o)''') k, * (c 3 - c,)(r - o)''')

vø e þ, t] (3.31)

By substituting the value of c¿ = 0 and cr = I in (3.30) and (3.31) the end points of
fuzzy optimal total cost for model (FMlq2, z¡) arc achieved. These end points are given

below in (3.32) to (3.34).

,-(cr-c,xl -d)'''

-(C, - C,)(l- a)1/2)

H, + (H, - Hr)(- a)''' C, + (C, - Cr)(l- d)'''

Hr+(Hr- Hr)(l-d)''' 9r+ (C, -Cr)Q- d)'''

Hr-(Hr-qXl -o)''')lC, - (C, -C,)(I- a)tt2
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r. (a= o) = -2Cr- *! n.c. lZPtt' lznrs, 2 ' '\ Hrc,

X H'c'

(3.32)

(3.3 3)7,.(ø -1)= r)@ -1)= D, S,

T.ça=ol=-ä *LH,c. W2- lzDtst 2 " "\ H,c,

1H{'
(3.34)

The end points yield fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (3.35). It may be

observed that the fuzzy optimal total cost may not be a triangular fuzzy number.

f. -@,. @ = 0), T,- (a =r) or r)@ =r),Tr(o - 0)) (3.35)

3.4.2 Application of Fuzzy Inventory Model (FMl), to o(ll2,1/2)-T.T.F.N.

This section O(I12, Il2)-T.T.F.N.'s are used. The membership function and

c¿-cuts are written for ordering cost, holding cost, demand and cost per unit. These newly

defined cr-cuts for all fuzzy numbers are substituted in (FMl) to get a special case of
(FM1), this special case of (FM1) is named (FM1e1172,172¡).

Membership function and o-cut for ordering cost, S: (S,, Sz, S¡)o(vz,tl2)are as

follows.

,D, t 2"'
2D2 S2

H, C,
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0,

/ \l/2- I S--x ìl-l ' I

(s' -S' J
¡ :l/2

r-l "-s, I

IE _S,J

0,

s, (ø) = (E - (,s, -^srxl - ù')

Sr(q)=(s, *(^S, -,srxl -Ò')

Membership function and

follows.

0,

'-(H)"

x<St

S, <r<S,

Sr<x<S,

X >,S,

c{,-cut for holding

vøeþ,i]

vøeþ,t]

costÊ:(Hr,Hz,

x3H,

Hr3x3H,

Hrlx<H,

x>- H,

vøeþ,t]

vø e þ,1]

cr-cut for demand, ô : (Dr, Dz,

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3 .3 8)

Ht)o1nt 2) are as

þn= (3.3e)

(3.40)

(3.41)

Ds)ofz, 2) are as

r :Il2

ç[ *-H, 
]

\H'- H, )
0,

H,(a) = (H, - (H r- ä, Xl - o)r)

H r(a) = @, + (H, - H r)Q - ")')

Membership function and

foilows.
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D,(a) = (D, - (D, - D,)(r - a),)

Dr(a) = (D, * (D3 - Dr)e - ù')

þo=

þn=

0,

¡ tl/2

t-[ D'-* 
]

\D,- D, )
t :l/2

t-( *-D' 
l

lD'- D, )
0,

0,

t :l/2, I C^-x \l-l ' I

lc,-c,)
t :l/2

r-f "-c, I

\C'- C, )
0,

x3D,

Dr1x1D,

DrSx3D,

x2 D,

vaeþ,t]

vø e [0, t]

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

Membership function and cr-cut for cost per unit

follows.

Ô : (C,, Cz, Cz)o(ttz,t/ Ð are as

x 1Ct

Crlx<C,
(3.4s)

Crlx<C,

x2C,

vø e þ, t] e.46)

vø e þ, t] e.47)

c,(a) = (c, - (c2 - c)e - ù')

C,(a) = (C, + (q - cr)(t- 
"),)

Substituting the value of a-cuts as given by (3.37) to (3.47) ín (3.10), (3.11),

(3.14) and (3.15) a special case of fuzzy inventory model (FMl) is obtained. This special

case model is called (FM1sq172, yz;) as it uses 0(112, l/z)-T.T.F.N. for ordering cost,

holding cost, demand and cost per unit. Results of this special case are given below in
(3.48) to (3.51).
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Q'@) = va e þ, t] (3.48)

vø e þ, t] e.4s)

7,. (a) = )(r- ø)'

, - (c, - c,)(t- a)2

-(cr-c,)(t-c,'z)

vø e þ, t] (3.s0)

Tr(a) =
Dr+( _D )(t- a)' +(,S3 -Sr)(1-ø)'z

va e þ, t] (3.s1)

By substituting the value of cr = 0 and cr = I in (3.49) and (3.50) above, the end

points of fuzzy optimal total cost for modei (FM161172, tø) are obtained. These end points

are given below in (3.51) to (3.53).

.;(

)'x,

)(c,

l\Hr-(Hr- H,)(1-a

Hr-(Hr- H,)(1-a)2

-Cr)(L-a)2

C,)(t- a)'z)

,+(C,

+(C3 -

-ù,)l(

"f)(c,

,+(Hr- Hr)(I

+ (H, - Hr)(I-+

7,"(a-0)= D,S,

EDÅ,
! H,c,

*Lu,c, lÆ2 "\ HrC, (3.s2)

D, S,

2D2 Sz

H,C,

Hr-(Hr- H,)(t-a)2 c, - (c, - c,)(r- a)2

H, + (H, - Hr)(l- a)z ,+(Cr-Cr)(L-a)'?

', - (D, - Dr)(I- a)'z -(S, -^S,)(1-ø)2

H, - (H, - H,)(t - o), )lc, _ (c, _ c,)(1 _ a)2

T,* (a = D=r:(a =l) (3.s3)
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r.(ø=o)=-31- *Ln-c^ W2' lzn,s, 2 "ïHrc,
X Hç,

(3.s4)

The end points yield fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (3.54). It may be

observed that the fuzry optimal total cost may not be a triangular fuzzy number.

f* :@,. @ = 0), T,- (a =r) or r)@ =t),r](o - 0)) (3.55)

3.5 Numerical Example

Below a numerical example is considered to illustrate the usefulness of the results

developed in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2. The results of models developed in Section

3.4.1 from (3.17) to (3.35) and Section3.4.2 from (3.37) to (3.55) are programmed in

Excel to find solution of the numerical example given below.

Table 3.I.Data for the numerical example

S (Ordering Cost in

Dollars)

Sr :50 Sz:75 53: 100

H lHotaing Cost)* H1 :0.15 H2:0.20 Ilz: 0.25

D (Demand) Dl :8000 Dz: 10000 Ds:12000

C (Cost Per Unit in

Dollars)

Cr 18 Cz:20 C3:22

+ Fraction of a $ invested in inventory/year
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3.5.1 Solution to the Numerical Example Considerin g Fuzzy Ordering Cost S,

ßttzzy Hotding cost H , ßuzry Demand Dand Fazzy cost per unit ô as

oQ,2) -T.T.F.N.

From Section 3.4.1 the calculations for finding the fuzzy ordering cost, fuzzy

holding cost, fuzzy demand and fuzzy cost per unit as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N are conducted. A
graph for each of the above mentioned fuzzy numbers is drawn as per (3.17)to (3.27).

Finally, by using results of model (FMlq2, z¡) from (3.2s) to (3.35) fuzzy Eoe and fuzzy

optimal total cost are calculated. The observations and explanations for the above

mentioned calculations are given in Section 3.5.2. All the programming is done in Excel.

ßuzzy ordering cost S as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy ordering cost S as

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N calculations are performed using (3.17) and, (3.18). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.2 and,Figure 3.1 and are used for calculating

furty EoQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FMlotz,z)), as per (3.2g) to (3.35).

Table 3.2.Fu2ry Ordering Cost S as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Sr (cr) 50.00 51.28 52.64 54.08 55.64 57.32 59.19 61.31 63.82 67.09 75.00

Sz(c¿) 100.00 98.72 97.36 95.92 94.36 92.68 90.81 88.69 86.1 8 82.9t 75.00

Data given in Table 3.2 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3. 1, given below.
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Fuzzy Ordering Cost as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

=- 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

30.00 50.00 70.00

Dollars

90.00 1 10.00

Figure 3.l.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy holding cost Ê as

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.20) and (3.21). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2. These above mentioned

results are used for calculating fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FMlsq2,z)), as per (3.28) to (3.35).

Table 3.3.Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 3.3 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 3.2, givenbelow.

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Hr (o) 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.r7 0.18 0.18 0.20

l-Iz(cr) 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.20
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Fuzzy Holding Cost as O(2,21-T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.1 0 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

Rate

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26

Figure 3.2.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Demand D as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy demand Û as

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.23) and (3.24). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3. These above mentioned

results are used for calculating fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FM1q2, z)), as per (3.28) to (3.35).

Table 3.4.Fuzzy Demand ô as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 i

Dr(a) 8000 8103 82II 8327 845 1 8586 8735 8905 9106 9368 10000

Dz(cr 12000 tt89l rr789 TT673 1T549 LT4T4 1126s I 1095 1 0894 10632 10000

Data given in Table 3.4 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3.3, given below.
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Fuzzy Demand as O(2,21-T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

1 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

6000 9000 10000

# of Units per year

11000 12000 1 3000

Figure 3.3.Fuzzy Demand D as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy cost Per unit ô as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzry cost per unit ô as

o(2,2) -T'T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.26) and (3.27). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.4. These above mentioned
results are used for calculating fuz4r EOe and fuzzy optimal total cost of model
(FMlq2, z)), as per (3.28) to (3.35).

Table3.5. Fuzzy Cost per Unit Ô as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Cr (cr) 18.00 18.10 t8.21 18.33 18.45 18.59 18.74 18.90 19.1 1 t9.37 20.00

z@) 22.00 21.90 21.79 21.67 21.55 21.41 2r.26 21.r0 20.89 20.63 20.00

Data given in Table 3.5 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3.4, givenbelow.
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Fuzzy Gost per Unit as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 19.0 2o.o

Dollars

21.0 22.0 23.0

Figure 3.4.Fuzzy CostperUnit ôas O(2,2) _T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for (FM1612, z¡). Takin g fuzzy ordering cost S , fuzzy

holding cost Ê , fuzzy demand D and fuzzy cost per unit c as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N ., fuzzy
EoQiscalculatedformodel(FM1sq2,2¡). Toperformthecalculations(3.2g)and,(3.29)
are used. The results are presented below in Table 3.6 and Figure 3.5.

Table 3.6. Fuzzy Economic Order euantity for model (FM1s12, 2¡)

Data given in Table 3'6 canbe visualised graphicaily as in Figure 3.5, given below.

ct 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.s 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

a,@¡ 381 392 403 4t5 428 442 458 477 500 531 612

943 922 901 879 856 831 80s 777 744 703 612
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Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for
model (FMlo(2,2))

1.2

1

0.8

¿ 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

300 400

Figure 3.5.Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for model (FM1o(2,2))

ßuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (X'Mls12, z¡). Taking fuzzy ordering cost S , fuzzy

holding cost û , fuzzy demand ô and fuzzy cost per unit ô as o(2,2) -T.T.F.N ., fuzzy

optimal total cost for model (FMlo(2, z¡) is calculated. To perform the calculations (3.30)

and (3.31) are used and the results are presented in Table 3.7 and,Figure 3.6. End points

of fuzry optimal total cost are calculated as per (3.32) to (3.35) and are given below.

From Figure 3'6 below it may be observed that fiizzy optimal total cost is not a triangular

fuzzy number.

^*T = (939,2449,5739)

Table 3.7 . Fuzry Optimal Total Cost for Model (FMlorz, zù.

ct, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

7,. (a) 939 991 1049 11i3 I 185 t268 1 365 1481 1630 t842 2449

ri@) 5739 5497 5253 5004 4751 4489 4216 3925 360s 3224 2449

Data given in Table 3.7 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 3.6, given below.
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Fuzzy Optimal Total Gost for Model (FM1o(2,2))

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Figure 3.6.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FMls12,2¡).

3.5.2 observations and Explanation, of Results for ßuzzy Model (FMls12,2¡)

This section deals in interpretation and discussion of the results of the

numerical example in Section 3.5.1. The general form of inventory model used for

calculations is (FMl). The results of (FMl) are given by (3.10), (3.11), (3.14) and (3.15).

(FMlq2,z¡) is a special case of (FMl) that uses fuzzy ordering cost S ,fuzzy holding cost

È , futty demand D and fuzzy cost per unit C as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

In Section 3.5.1 the numerical example for model (FM1q2,zl) is solved. V/hen

there is a lot of faith in the initial part and terminal part of the range, the use of

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N may be more appropriate (Fig. 3.1 - 3.4.).In this case the initial slope of
the left side is high when the membership function is close to zero. As the membership

function approaches the value of one, the slope of left side decreases but remains positive.

For the right side the initial slope is low and negative when membership function is close

to one. The slope for right side is steep and negative as the membership function

approaches zero.

In Section 3.5.1 fuzza ordering cost S , fuzzy holding cost Iì , fuzzy demand

ô and fuzzy cost per unit Ô as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N are developed. These numbers are

calculated from (3.17), (3.18), (3.20), (3.21), (3.23), (3.24), (3.26) and (3.27) and are
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tabulated (Table 3.2 - 3.5). The membership of these O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N is graphically

represented (Fig 3.1 - 3.4.). The value of EOQ for model (FM1s12, z¡) is calculated using

(3.28) and (3.29) and is presented in Table 3.6. The EOQ model fM1q2, 21) is

graphically represented in Figure 3.5. The value of fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FM1612, z¡) is calculated using (3.30) and (3.31) and is presented in Table 3.7.

Graphically, the optimal total cost of model (FM1s¡2, z1) is presented in Figure 3.6. End

points of fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (3.35) and are

ú

T = (939,2449,5139). It may be observed that fuzry optimal total cost is not a

triangular fuzry number (Fig. 3.6).

3.5.3 Solution To The Numerical Example Considerin g ßuzzy Ordering Cost S,

Fuzzy Hotding Cost H , ßuzzy Demand û and Fuzzy Cost Per Unit ô as

o(1/2,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

As per Section 3 .4.2 the calculations for findin g the fuzzy ordering cost S , fuzzy

holdingcost Ê,fuzry demand Dand fuzzy costperunit Ô asO(ll2,l/2)-T.T.F.Nare

conducted. A graph for each of these fuzzy numbers as per (3.37) to (3.47) is drawn. By

using results of model (FM1s1172, 1721) from (3.48) to (3.55) fuzzy EOQ as 0(112,

l/2)T.T.F.N and fuzzy optimal total cost as 0(112, ll2) -T.T.F.N are calculated. The

observations and explanations are given in Section 3.5.4. All the programming is done in

Excel.

Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(1/2,1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy ordering cost S as

O(ll2,Il2) -T.T.F.N. calculations are performed using (3.37) and (3.38). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.7. These above mentioned

results are used for calculating fuzzy EOQ and fizry optimal total cost of model

(FM161172, tn)), as per (3.48) to (3.55).
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Table 3.8.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as 0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 3.8 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3.7, givenbelow.

Fuzzy Ordering Cost as 0(112,1/2) -T.T,F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00

Dollars

80.00 90.00 1 00.00 1 10.00

7 \

Figure 3.7.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S asC,(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Holding Cost H as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy holding cost É{ as

0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.40) and (3.41). Results of

these calculations are presented below in Table 3.9 and Figure 3.8. These above

mentioned results are used for calculating fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of the

model (FMloryz, tn)), as per (3.48) to (3.55).

cx, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 I

jr (a) 50.00 54.75 59.00 62.75 66.00 68.15 71.00 72.75 74.00 74.75 75.00

Sz(c¿) 100.00 9s.25 9i.00 87.25 84.00 8t.2s 79.00 77.25 76.00 75.25 75.00
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Table 3.9.Fu2ry Hotding Cost Ê as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 3.9 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 3.8, given below.

Fuzzy Holding Gost as O(1t2,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

=. 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.1 0 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

Rate

0.22 0.24

Figure 3.8.Fuzzy Holding Cost H asCl(712,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

ßuzzy Demand Ûas o(1/2, ll2)-T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy demand D as o(l/2,
Il2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.43) and (3.44). Results of these

calculations are presented below in Table 3.10 and Figure 3.9. These above mentioned

results are used for calculating fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of the model

(FM161¡72, tn)), as per (3.48) to (3.55).

cf, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

lr(a) 0.i5 0.16 0.r7 0.1 8 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

Hz(a) 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
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Table 3.I}.Fuzzy Demand ô as O(1/2, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 3.10 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3.9, given below.

Fuzzy Demand as O(1/2, l/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2
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0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

6000 8000 9000 10000 1 1000

# of Units per year

12000 13000

Figure 3.9.Fuzzy Demand D as 0(112. 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Cost Per Unit ô as O(l/2,1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy cost per unit Ô as

o(r/2, r12) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed by using (3.46) and, (3.47). Results of
these calculations are presented below in Table 3.11 and Figure 3.10. These above

mentioned results are used for calculating fuzry EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of the

model (FM161172, tn)), as per (3.48) to (3.55).

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

)r(o) 8000 8380 8720 9020 9280 9500 9680 9820 9920 9980 10000

Dz(o) 12000 rt620 1 1280 I 0980 10720 1 0500 r0320 10180 I 0080 10020 10000
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Table 3.ll.Fuzzy Cost per Unit C as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 3. 1 1 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3 . 1 0, given below.

Fuzzy Cost per Unit as O(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

¿ 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

15.0 16.0 17.0 18,0 19.0 20.0

Dollars

21.0 22.0 23.0

Figure 3.I0.Fuzzy Cost per Unit Ô as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Furzzy Economic Order Quantify for (FM16 on, uÐ). Taking fuzzy ordering cost S,

fuzzy hotding cost É{, ruzzy demand Û and fuzry cost per unit c as o(llz,
Il2)-T.T.F.N., fuzzy EOQ is calculatedlo1tz,tn)). To perform the calculations (3.48)

and (3 .49) are used and the results are presented below in Table 3 .I2 and Figure 3. 1 1 .

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9

3r(a) 18.00 18.38 18.72 t9.02 19.28 19.50 19.68 t9.82 19.92 19.98 20.00

Cz(c¿) 22.00 2t.62 2t.28 20.98 20.72 20.50 20.32 20.r8 20.08 20.02 20.00



c[ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

381 420 457 490 521 548 570 s88 602 610 612

Qir"l 943 869 808 7s8 716 683 657 637 623 61s 612
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Table 3.l2.Fuzzy Economic order Quantity for model (FM1q172, 172)

Data given in Table 3.I2 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 3. 1 1, given below.

Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for model
(FM1o(r/2, r/2))

1.2

1

0.8
:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Figure 3.lI.Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for model (FMle11¡2, 1721)

Fuzzy optimal Total Cost for Model (FM161172, r¡zt). Taking fuzry ordering cost S,

fuzzy holding cost É{, fuzzy demand ô and fuzzy cost per unit c as

0(112,112) -T.T.F.N., fuzzy optimal total cost is calculated for the model (FM1ei172, 172¡).

To perform the calculations (3.50) and (3.51) are used and the results are presented below

in table 3.13 and f,rgure 3.l2.End points of fuzry optimal total cost are calculated as per

(3.55) and are given below. It may be observed that fuzzy optimal total cost is not a
triangular fuzry number (Fig. 3.12).

^*T = (939,2449,5739)
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Table 3.I3.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FMle1172,172;).

ct 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

T,r (a) 93t l14t 1 35i Is6: 1769 195i 2124 2261 2364 2428 244t

r:@) 5739 4894 4243 373Í 3341 304( 2818 2651 253', 2471 2449

Data given in Table 3.13 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 3.12, givenbelow.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Gost for Model (FM1o,.r2,1t2t1.

1.2

1

0.8

:. 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Figure 3.I2.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FMls1u2,172¡).

3.5.4 observations and Explanation, of Results for luzzy Model (FM161172, 172¡)

The general form of inventory model used for calculations is (FMl). The results

of (FM1) are given by (3.10), (3.11), (3.14) and (3.15). (FMlsi172, uz;) is a special case of

(FMl)thatuses furzy orderingcost S ,fuzryholdingcost Ê ,fuzzydemand ôand fuzzy

cost per unit Ô as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

In Section 3.5.2 the numerical example for model (FM16i172,17 z;) is solved

When there is little faith in the initial part and terminal part of the range, the use of
0(112, Il2)-T.T.F.N seems suitable (Fig, 3.7 - 3.10). In these cases the initial slope of
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the left side is low and positive when the membership function is close to zero. As the

membership function approaches one, the slope of left side increases steeply but remains

positive. For the right side the initial slope is steep and negative when membership

function is close to one. The slope of right side is low and negative as the membership

function approaches zero.

In Section 3.5.2 fuzzy ordering cost S , fuzzy holding cost H , fuzzy demand

ô and fuzzy cost per unit Ô as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N were developed. These numbers are

calculated from (3.37), (3.38), (3.40), (3.41), (3.43), (3.44), (3.46) and (3.47) and are

tabulated (Table 3.8 - 3.11) and presented graphically (Fig. 3.7 - 3.10). The value of
fuzzy optimal EoQ is calculated for model (FM1e1172, vz¡) using (3.48) and (3.49) as

presented in Table 3.12 and Figure 3.11. Value of fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FM1e1¡72, vzl) is calculated using (3.50) and (3.51) and is presented in Table 3.13 and

Figure 3.12.The end points of fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (3.55) and are

^*T = (939,2449,5739). It may be observed that fuzzy optimal total cost is not a

triangular fuzry number (Fig. 3. 12).

Conclusion

The results in the numerical example explained give a range with an associated

level of truth, which include the relevant ambiguous information. This information would

be lost if a crisp model is used. These results clearly indicate how much the figures can

deviate from the most likely figures and what is the degree of belongingness of these

deviated figures to this situation. Using the information provided by the results of the

model developed in this chapter, the decision maker can plan and reduce the possibility of
making certain types of expensive errors.

3.6
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Chapter 4

Fuzzy Inventory Models for Non-Instantaneous Receipt

When items are produced internally, inventory takes place frequently and

gradually on a day-to-day basis over a substantial period of consumption, as and when a

purchased lot or internally produced lot arrives, rather than at once. Thus, the investment

of dollar in inventory takes place day by day during the production run. The units

continue to be withdrawn from stock as the newly produced items arrive. Thus, in this

case of non-instantaneous receipt, known lead-time, and no safety stock, the inventory

level is never as large as the lot size.

4.L Notations

In what follows, notations will be used as given in this section. Later if necessary,

more notations will be added as and when required.

T: Total cost,

S : setup cost,

H: holding cost,

R: demand rate (R and P have to be in the same time unit, say days),

D: total demand,
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P : production rate,

C : cost per unit,

p : production lot size,

t : number of time units (say number of days or number of weeks etc.) for a production

run,

p-: optimal production lot size,

T. : optimal total cost.

Following are the notations used in the development of fuzzy models.

f : fuzzy total Cost,

S: fuzry setup Cost,

H: futzy holding Cost,

Ê- : fuzzy demand rate,

ñ : fuzzy total demand of the product,

Þ : fuzzy production rate,

Ô : fuzry cost of one unit of product in inventory,
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Ì. : fizzy optimal total cost.

4.2 Crisp Model For l.{on Instantaneous Receipt

In case of in-house production, a constant number of units are added to inventory

in each time period t until the production is complete. It is assumed that in this case total

cost of inventory has only two components that are set-up and holding cost components.

Annual set-up cost is the product of number of orders per year and cost per order. Annual

holding cost is the product of average inventory and annual holding cost per unit.

Furthermore, at any given time the maximum inventory is when the stock is replenished

and is equal to the order quantity, assuming there is no safety stock. Assuming a constant

withdrawal rate the average inventory is half of the order quantity (Anderson et. al.

2003).

Total cost: annual setup cost * annual holding cost

Annual setup cost = (number of production runs per year) x (setup cost per run)

Number of production runs per yeff is equal to the total demand for the year divided by

the lot size.

Annual setup cost : 
l" 

t

Maximum inventory : (P - R) t

If it is known that a production lot size

production rate of P (units per time unit) then p:

run t: QIP (nrxnber of time units)

units is being produced at a

Thus, the length of production

ofg

P xt.
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Maximum inventory : (P -R) r = (P - Ðq =.P

Average inventory : Il2 maxímum inventory

Annual holding cost: (average inventory) x (annual holding cost per unit)

Annual holding cost:

r = 
sD *! acolt -a'la 2 '( P/

Taking the first order derivative of T (total cost) with respect to

size) in (4.1) and equating ít to zero, (4.2) below gives the most

production lot size.

l'-41,I P)'

1lt -aì ox HC2\- P)*

Value of p will be most economical when gt = - T2-- ' *('-i)

Substituting this value of Q. in (4.1) gives the corresponding least total cost.

Q þroduction lot

optimal value of

(4.2)

(4.r)

(4.3)
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4,3 Fuzzy Inventory Model for Non-Instantaneous Receipt

In this section a fuzzy model is developed for total inventory cost corresponding

to the crisp model given in (a.1) above. For formulating this fuzzy inventory model for

non-instantaneous receipt, fuzzy set-up cost S ,fuzzy holding cost Íì ,fuzry total demand

ñ , frt y demand rate Ê. , fiizzy production rate Ê and fuzzy cost per ,rrit Ô are used.

This model is called Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Model One (FNM1), and is given

below in @.$. Simplified results of (FNM1) are given in (4.9), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.15)

below.

(4.4)

Rewriting (a.a) interms of o-cuts of the fuzzy numbers,

vø e þ, t] (4.s)

In what follows necessity index and its results as described in Appendix-l in

Al.2.I are used. The first order derivative of lf.,@), fr@)l is taken in (a.5) with respect

to Q as given below in (a.6). Second order derivative is taken in @.7) below and a

positive value of second order derivative proves that the corresponding lot size will result

in minimum total cost. The first order derivative from (a.6) is equated to zero in (a.8)

below to get an optimum value for lot size /order quantity. Optimal order quantity or

î = 
os .agg(r-I\o 2 t pJ\-/

V,@), r,@)l= lD,(a), Dr@)l[s, (o), s,@]L

+ln,ça¡, H,(ùllc,(o),c,røII[r 
t -#)Z
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economic lot size is given in (a.8). The a-cut ofp- is taken separately asQ.(a)and,

Ai@¡ (fuzzy economic lot size) from (4.8) and is given in (a.9) and (4.10).

d[rr@),rr@)]
= -lo,ça¡,d8

+lu,ça¡,

¿'Vr@),rr@)l
dQ'

,,trç"iþ

Dr@)][s,(o), srr4]b

vø e þ, t] (4.6)

vø e [0, t] Ø.7)

vø e þ, t] (4.8)

vøeþ,t]

Vøeþ,t] (4.e)

vøeþ,t] (4.10)

D,@)lþ,@

, C")l(i - [n, (H,@)llc,1o¡,c a), R, f">]ln @), r, @)l-' )|

p,r")l')i+ln,ça¡, u,@)][c,@),c,@)](t - [o, (o),

= +2þr(a),

þ, o] = -ln,@), D,@)lF, (o), sr@lþ

Dr(a)Sr@)l'tl

R @)llP,@),

þ,0]
D.,(a)Sr(a)

Q,
t--t

H,(a)C,@) (, R,(o)l H,@)c,@) (, n,(")l-l
2 ['- P(Ð j'-- z ['- 

", 
@)J-]

Q.^(a)=@L2 \-' t 
lu.,rrr,r"l[r 

- ffi)

.I

2Dr(a)5,(a)
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vø e [0, t] q+.t t¡

The generalized formula for optimum value of economic lot size as derived

(4.11) is substituted in (a.5) to get corresponding fuzzy OTC. This is given below

(4.13). 7,. (a) and T) (a) are given separately in (a.14) and (4.1 5) below.

þ,. {o),r)@))=
D,(a)5,(a) Dr(a)Sr(a)

r-_ _r
'1ffiffi"*¡*;t)

H,(a)c,(a,[t-ffi)

m

ln

2D.,(a)Sr(a)

1
2

vø e þ, t] g.tz)
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D,(a)5,(a)

[4-{o),-l

[r, r") ]=

I zD1Ðs¡r,)l@
*Iu,@)c,ça¡(t ffi)

Dr(a)Sr(a)

I utrl")"rl)t@
*La,ço¡c,,",[t-ffi)

vøeþ,t] (4.13)

vø e [0, t] Øl4)

7,. (a) =
D,(a)5,(a)

r:@) =
Dr(ø,)Sr(a)

vø e þ, t] (4.1s)

Generalized formulas for the fuzzy economic lot size are given in (a.9) to (4.i1)

andthe fuzzy total costforModel (FNMI) are developed in (4.13) to (4.15). These take

I zn,@)s1d)t@
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into consideration fuzzy setup cost 3 , furry holding cost Ê , fuzzy total demand Ô,

fuzzy demand rate Ê. , fuzzy production rate Ê and fizzy cost per unit Ô . From (4.7),

(4.9) and (4.10) it is observed that the values given in@.Lg and (4.15) are the minimum

values. There are many business situations where some of the above mentioned

parameters might be crisp. In those situations variations of above model can similarly be

derived. In order to use model (FNM1) or special cases of model (FNM1) value of fuzzy

production rate has to be greater than furzy demand rate.

4.4 Some Applications of theFuzzy fnventory Model (FNMI)

In this section, the fuzzy inventory models (FNMI) given in (a.9) to (4.15) is

further developed using two different kinds of fuzzy numbers. The two types of fuzzy

numbers used in this section are,

c Order (2,2) triangular type fuzzy number (O(2,2)-T.T.F.N.).

o Order (1/2,112) triangular type fuzzy number (O(Il2,l/2) -T.T.F.N.).

4.4.1 (FNM1) using O(2,2)-T.T.F.N.

In this section o(2, 2)-T.T.F.N.'s are used. For this pu{pose, membership

function and c¿-cuts for demand rate and production rate are written. Membership

function and a-cuts for setup cost, holding cost, demand and cost per unit are used from
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Section 3.4.1 given in (3.17) to (3.27). ø-cuts of all fuzzy numbers are substituted in

(FNMl) in order to get a special case of (FNMl) called (FNMIq2,2¡).

Membership function and a-cut for demand rate, R: (Rr, Rz, R¡)o(2, z) are as

follows.

þn=

z :2

r-l' A,-" I .

[4, -R'J '

,-l '-R'l'.
[4,- Rr)'

0,

x(Rr

Rr<x< R,

Rr1 x1 R,

x>R:

Vøeþ,t]
vøeþ,t]

(4.t6)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.re)

R (a): (4, - (4,

Rr(a)= (R, +(R,
-R,Xl -o)t't)
-ÀrX1 -o)''')

Membership function and

follows.

cr-cut for production rate, Ê: (P,, Pz, P¡)orz, 2) are as

þp=

0,

r :2

t-( P'-* 
)

\Pr- P' ) '

t-( '-P,\' .

\P'- P, ) '

0,

x3 P,

PrSxSP,

PrSxSP.

x2 P,
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P,(a) = (r, - (pr- 4 Xl - o)''')

Pr(a) = (P, * (p3 - pr)e - o)''')

vøeþ,t]

vø e [0, t]

(4.20)

(4.2r)

Substituting the value of cr-cuts as given by (3.17) to (3.27) and (4.17) to (4.21)

in (4.9), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.15) a special case of fuzzy inventory model (FNMI) is

obtained. The results of this special case are given below in (4.22) to (4.25). This special

case is called model (FNMlo(2, z) as it uses O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. for setup cost, holding

cost, demand, demand rate, production rate and cost per unit.

vø e þ, t] Ø.22)

Q,tÐ = vø e þ, t] Ø.23)

- (D, - D,)(7- a)t/2 s, -(s, -s,Xl -o)t''
H, + (H, - Hr)(r- o)''' )lCr+ (C3 - Cr)(r- a)1/2

D, + (D, - Dr)Q- o)t'' +(E - S,)(1-a)t/z
H, - (H r- ø, Xi - o)',' )lc, - (c, - cr)(t - a)tlz
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7,. (a) =

T)(a) =

*}(,,_(H,_4X1_o),,,)(C,_(C,_C,X1_o,,,,\,ffi;

-+(u,+(H,_H,)(|_o),,,)(C,+(C,_C,)(l_a)1/,{'-ffi;

va e þ, t] Ø.24)

vø e þ, t] Ø.2s)

By substituting the value of cr = 0 and a = 1 in (4.24) and (4.25) the end points of

optimal total cost for model (FM1e12, z¡) are obtained. These are given below in (4.26) to

(4.28).

+ (D, - Dr)(I- a)t/2 S, +(S, -SrXl -rz)t''
t/2

)

a)
t/2

7t\

Dr-(Dr-AXl -o)''' -(S, -S,)(I-a)'''
H, + (H, - H r)(t - a)''' )(c, * (q - C r)e - d)'''

Dr+(Dr- Dr)(l-d)''' S, +(S. -,SrXl -u)'''

H, + (H, - H r)Q - o)''' )\C, * (q - C r)e - d)'''
Dr-(D,-4Xl -a)''' s, -(s, -s,xl -o)'''

+(D.- D,)(l-a)ttz S' +(S, -SrXl -u)'''
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7,. (a =0) = (4.26)

T,* çd, =¡ =f){a - 1) =
2D252

(4.27)

T)(a =0)= D,S,
(4.28)

2DtSl

The end points yield fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (.29).It may be

observed that the fuzzy optimal total cost may not be a triangular fuzry number.

f* -@,. @ = 0), T,- (a =r) or r,@ =r),7](o - 1)) Ø.zg)

4.4.2 (FNMI) using O(l/2,1/ 2) -T.T.F.N.

In this section we use O(l/2, Il 2)-T.T.F.N. For this purpose, the membership

function and c¿-cuts for demand rate and production rate are written. Membership

function and o-cuts for setup cost, holding cost, demand and cost per unit are used from

*)r,r,(r-i)

* LH,c,[t 
å)

n^c^(t-&ll''l Pt))

(o'''[' +)H,c,[t- 
å

2D353

',',(' +)

s2

_L
P2

2D,
---a
c.,l t-\.H2
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Section 3.4.2 as given in (3.37) to (3.47). c-cuts of all fuzzy numbers are substituted in

(FNMI) in order to get a special case of (FNMi) called (FNMlo(l/2,uÐ).

The membership function and a-cut for demand rate, Ê. : (Rl, Rz, R¡)o(uz, lr z)

are as follows.

lln =

0,

t :ll2, ( R,-x ìI_I ' 
I

IR,-R'J
t tl/2

l-l t-4, 
I

[4, -Rr/
0,

x<R,

'R, 
(x<R,

,R, ( x (.R,

x)R¡

vø e [0, t]

vøeþ,t]

(4.30)

R,(a)= (A, -(A, -rRrxl -")r)

Rr(a)= (A, +(R3 -RrXl -ù')

The membership function

are as follows.

and cr-cut for production rate, Ê: (P,, Pz,Pz)o(ttz, ttz)

(4.3r)

(4.32)

0,

. ( p"-"1"'
l-l ' I

\Pr- P' )
¡ :l/2

t[ *-P')
\P'- P, ) '

0,

x<Pt

PrSxS P,

Pr3xSP,

x2 P,

(4.33)
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P,

P2

(a)

(a)

o)')

")')

=(P,

=(P,

-(P,- 4)C -

+ (P, - P,)Q-

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(4.34)

(4.3s)

Substituting the value of cr-cuts as given by (3.37) to (3.47) and (4.31) to (4.35) in

(4-9), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.15) a special case of fuzry inventory model (FNMI) is

obtained. Results of this special case are given below in @.36) b @.39). This special case

is called model (FNMisq172, vz¡) as it uses o(U2, u2)-T.T.F.N for setup cost, holding

cost, demand and cost per unit.

Qi{ù= vø e þ, t] Øs6)

Q,@) = va e þ, t] Øs7)

Dr-(Dr- D,)(1-a)2
^S, - (.S, - S, Xl - ø)t

Hr+(H,

D, + (D, - Dr)(t- a)2 , +(S, -Sr)(1-ø)2
H, - (H, - H,)(t - o), )lc, - (c, _ c,)(r _ a)2



)(I-a)' )(s, -(,s, -,s,Xl-ø)'

H, - (H r- H, Xl - o), )lC, - (C, - C,)(t _ a)'
+(Dr- D,)(I-a)2 , +(S, -S,)(1-a)2
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7,. (a) =

vø e þ, t] (4.38)

r)@¡ =
Dr+(D

Hr+(Hr- Hr)(I

* l(r, + (H,

vø e þ, t] Øsg)

By substituting the value of cr = 0 and c¿ = 1 in (4.38) and, (4.39) the end points of

optimal total cost for model (FM1q2, z¡) arc obtained as given below in @.40) b (.42).

)(r- a

l- o)'

d)'

1-

- H,)(r-ù')(c,+(q - c,>O-af\t-

+(P, - Pr)(I-a)2

)'

Ð

D, - (D, - D,)(l- a)2 , - (s, -,s,Xl - ø)t
Hr+(Hr-Hr)(l

D, - (D, - D,)(l- a)2 -(S, -S,X1-ø)'
+(Ct

(R' -

- A, )(1 - a)2

P, + (P, - Pr)(I- a)2

+(4- D,)(r-a)2 +(^S, - Sr)(I-ø)2
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T,* (ø : o): 4S'

7,.(d=Ð=f:@-1)=

r)@-o): D",S

Dr.S, .Ir,r,(r-+)

*Lu.c.lt-gl
2 ' '[ Pt.)

2D252

(4.40)

(4.4r)

(4.42)

2D252 ("'('+),^"^(r-el''[ Pr)

2D353

2DtSl

This yields the end points of optimal fuzzy total cost as given below in (4.43). It

may be observed that the fuzzy optimal total cost may not be a triangular fuzzy number.

f. -?,- @ - 0), 7,. (a =l) or r,@ =L),Tz(o - 1)) Ø.43)

H.c.( ,-a'' '\. P3

(',',[' +))

Arl
4)

.ç"
J

D3

(,
l.

2

cl

.),t,|-+) zDtSl

'-&lP))/
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4.5 Numerical Example

Below a numerical example is considered to illustrate the usefulness of the

results developed in Section 4.4.1 to Section 4.4.4. The results of models developed in

Section 4.4.1 from (4.16) to (4.29) and Section 4.4.2 from (a.30) to (4.43) are

programmed in Excel to find solution of the numerical example given here.

Table 4.l.Data for the numerical example

I Fraction of a $ invested in inventory/year
# of weeks in a year : 50 (working weeks)

S (Fuzzy Setup Cost in

Dollars)

Sl :60 Sz:70 Ss=80

H (Fuzzy Holding Cost)* Hr :0.15 Hz:0.20 H3: 0.25

D (Fuzzy Demand) Dr :50000 Dz: 55000 D3 :60000

R F.rrry Demand rate (#

of units per week)

R1 : 1000 Rz : 1100 R:: i200

Þ FuttyProduction rate (#

of units per week)

P1 : 1250 Pz: 1300 P: : 1400

C çfut y Cost Per Unit) Cr :90 Cz : 110 C3 : 115
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4.5.1 Solution to the Numerical Example Considerin gßuzzy Setup Cost S ,ßuzzy

Holding Cost H , ßuzzy Total Demand fr, ßrrry Demand Rate Ê. , Fuzzy

Production Rate Ê and Fuzry Cost Per Unit Ô as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

As per Section 3.4.1 and Section 4.4.1, the calculations are conducted for

finding the fuzzy setup cost 3, futty holding cost Ê , fuzzy total demand ô , fuzzy

demand rate Ê. ,fuzzy production rate Ê andfuzzy cost per unit Ô as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

A graph is drawn for each of these fuzzy numbers as per (3.17) to (3.27) and (4.\7) fo

(4.21). Using results of model (FNM1g12, zl) from (4.22) to (4.29) economic lot size and

fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated. The observations and explanations are given in

Section 4.5.2. All the programming is done in Excel.

Fuzzy setup cost S as oQ, Z)-T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy setup cost S as

O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N calculations are performed by using (3.17) and (3.18). Results of these

calculations (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.I) arc used for calculating fuzzy economic lot size

andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMlq2, z)), as per (4.22) to (4.29).

Table 4.2.Fuzzy Setup Cost S as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

cú 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Sr(ct) 60.00 60.51 6T.06 6r.63 62.25 62.93 63.68 64.52 6s.53 66.84 70.00

Sz(cr) 80.00 79.49 78.94 78.37 77.75 77.07 76.32 75.48 74.47 73.16 70.00

Data given in Table 4.2 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.1, given below.
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Fuzzy Ordering Cost as O(2,21-T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

50.00 55.00 65.00 70.00 75.00 80.00 85.00

Dollars

Figure 4.l.Fuzzy Setup Cost S as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy holding cost H as

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.17) and (3.18). Results of these

calculations (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2) are used for calculating fazzy economic lot size

andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMIo(2,2)), as per (4.22)to (4.29).

Table 4.3.Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê asO(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

c{, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Hr(c¿) 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.r7 0.r7 0.18 0.18 0.20

Hz(o) 0.2s 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.20

Data given in Table 4.3 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.2, givenbelow.
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Fuzzy Holding Cost as O(2,21-T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

1 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.10 0.20

Rate

Figure 4.2.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

ßurzzy Total Demand Û as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy demand û as

o(2,2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed by using (3.23) and, (3.24). Results of

these calculations (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.3) arc used for calculating fuzzy economic lot

size and fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMle¡2, z)), as per (4.22) to (4.29).

Table 4.4. Fuzzy Total Demand D as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

c{, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Dr(cr) 50000 50257 s0528 50817 sIt27 51464 51838 52261 52764 53419 55000

Dz(ct) 60000 s9743 59472 59183 58873 58536 58162 s7739 s7236 56s8 1 5s000

Data given in Table 4.4 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.3, givenbelow.
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Fuzzy Total Demand as O(2, 2)- T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

1 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

40000 45000 50000 55000 60000

# of Units per year

\

Figure 4.3.Fuzzy Total Demand D as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Demand rate per week Ê. as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking ruzzy demand rate per

week R as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed by using (4.17) and, (4.18).

Results of these calculations (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4) are used for calculating fuzzy

economic lot size and fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMls¡2, z)), as per (4.22) to

(4.2e).

Table 4.5.Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week Ê. as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

c{. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Rr(cr) 1000 1 005 1011 1016 t023 t029 1037 1045 1 055 I 068 I 100

Rz(cr) t200 1 195 I 189 1 184 t177 r17l 1 163 1 155 tI45 IT32 1 100

Data given in Table 4.5 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.4, givenbelow.
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Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

¿ 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

950 1 000 1050 1 100

# of units

1 '150 1200 1250

Figure 4.4.Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week R as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Production Rate per Week Ê as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking fuzzy production

rate per week Ê as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (4.20) and

(4.21). Results of these calculations (Table 4.6 and Figure 4.5) are used for calculating

fuzzy economic lot size andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMIo(2, z)), as per (4.22)

to (4.29).

Table 4.6.Fuzzy Production Rate per Week Ê as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

c{, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Pr(cr) t250 1253 1255 r2s8 t26l 1265 1268 1273 r278 1284 i300

Pz(o) 1400 1395 1 389 1384 1377 t371 t363 1 355 134s t332 I 300

Data given in Table 4.6 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.5, given below.
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Fuzzy Production Rate per Week
as O(2, 2)- T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:L 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

1200 1250 1300 1350

# of units

1400 1 450

_1
/

i\-r\

I \i-\
\

Figure 4.5.Fuzzy Production Rate per week Ê as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

ßuzzy cost Per unit ô as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy cost per unit ô as

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N', calculations are performed using (3.26) and, (3.27). Results of these

calculations (Table 4.7 andFigure 4.6) are used for calculating fuzzy economic lot size

andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM1.(2,2)), as per (4.22)b @.29).

Table 4.7 . Fuzzy Cost per Unit ô as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Cr (cr) 90.00 91.03 92.11 93.27 94.5t 9s.86 97.3s 99.05 101.06 103.68 110.00

Cz(cr) r 15.00 tt4.74 114.47 1 14. 18 tr3.87 l13.s4 tt3.16 tr2.74 112.24 I 1 1.58 110.0c

Data given in Table 4.7 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.6, givenbeiow.
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Fuzzy Cost per Unit as O(2,2,) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

4
70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Dollars

1 10.00 120.00

Figure 4.6.Fuzzy Cost per Unit ô as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for (FNMI o(2,Ð). Taking fuzzy setup cost 3, furry holding

cost Ê , fuzzy total deman d' fi , fuzzy demand rate É. , fuzzyproduction rate Ê and. fuzzy

cost per unit C as O(2, 2) -T.T.F.N., economic lot size is calculated for model

(FNM1o(2, zl). To perform the calculations (4.22) and (4.23) are used. Results are

presented below in Table 4.8 and Figwe 4.7.

Table 4.8.Fuzzy Economic Lot Size forModel (FNM19(2,2)).

ct 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Qr(cr) 8s5 876 899 924 9s3 986 1025 1073 I i35 1225 1 508

Qz(s) 4216 3853 3538 3259 3006 2774 2556 2346 2137 1910 r 508

Data given in Table 4.8 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.7, givenbelow.
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Fuzzy Economic Order Quantity for model

1.2

'1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

(FNM1o(2,2))

Figure 4.7 . Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for model (FNM16(2,2)).

ßuzzy optimal rotal Cost t* for Model (FNM1612, z¡). Taking finzy setup cost S,

fuzzy holding cost Ê , fuzzy total demand D , fuzzy demand rate Ê. ,luzzy production

rate Ê and fuzzy cost per unit Ô as o(2, 2) -T.T.F.N., fuzzy optimal total cost is

calculated for model (FNMlo(2,2)). To perform the calculations (4.134) and (4.135) are

used. Results are presented below in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.8. End points of fuzzy

optimal total cost are calculated as per (4.136) to (4.139) and are given below. From

Figure 4.8 below it may be observed that fuzzy optimal total cost is not a triangular luzzy

number.

^*T = (942,5105,22934)

Table 4.9.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost t-fo. Model (FNM19(2,2)).

ct, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Tr(cr) 942 1069 1209 t365 l54l 1746 1988 2286 2678 3258 510s

Tz(c¿) 22934 20706 1 8738 r6962 15331 I 3806 12352 10933 9495 7927 510s
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Data given in Table 4.9 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.8, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for
Model (FNM1o(2,2)).

1.2

1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

It-\\

10000 15000

Dollars

25000

Figure 4.8.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost î" fot Model (FNM1g12,2¡).

4.5.2 Observations and Explanation, of Results for Fuzzy Model (FNM1912,2¡)

In this section, the results of the numerical example are interpreted and

discussed. The general form of inventory model used is (FNMl). The results of (FNMI)

are given by (4.9), (4.i0), (4.14) and (4.i5). FNM1e12,z¡ is a special case of (FNMI) that

uses fuzzy setup cost 3 ,forry holding cost Ê ,fizzy total demand D ,fuzzy demand rate

Ê.,frtty production rate Ê andfizzy cost per unit Ô as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

In Section 4.5.1 the numerical example for model FNMle12, z¡ is solved. If there

is a lot of faith in the initial part and terminal part of the range, the use of

O(2,2) -T.T.F.N. may be appropriate (Figures 4.I to Figure 4.6). In this case the initial

slope of the left side is high when the membership function is close to zero. As the

membership function approaches one the slope of left side decreases but remains positive.
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For the right side the initial slope is low and negative when membership function is close

to one. The slope for right side is steep and negative as the membership function

approaches zero.

In Section 4.5.1 we first develop fuzzy set-up cost S , fuzzy holding cost Ê,

fuzzytotaldemand ô, fuzzy demandrate Ê.,fuzzyproductionrate Ê and,fuzzycostper

unit Ô as O(2,2) -T.T.F.N. These numbers are found using (3.17), (3.18), (3.20), (3.21),

(3.23), (3.24), (4.17), (4.18), (4.20), (4.21), (3.26) and (3.27), and their o-cuts are

provided in tables, from Table 4.2 to Table 4.7. Membership of these O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.

are presented graphically (Figure 4.i to Figure 4.6). Value of optimal economic lot size

for model (FNM1o(2, z¡) is calculated using (4.22) and (4.23) and is presented in Table 4.8

and Figure 4J7. Yalue of fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM1q2, z¡) is calculated

using (4.24) and (4.25) and is given in Table 4.9 and Figure 4.8. End points of fuzzy

optimal total cost are calculated as per (4.26) to (4.29) and are

^*T = (942,5105,22934).From Figure 4.8 it may be observed that fuzzy optimal total

cost is not a triangular fuzzy number.

4.5,3 Solution to the Numerical Example Consideringßuzzy Setup Cost S ,Fuzzy

Holding Cost Ê , Fuzzy Total Demand fr, Furry Demand Rate R , ßuzzy

Production Rate Ê and Fuzzy Cost Per Unit ô as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

As per Section 3.4.2 and Section 4.4.2 calculations for finding the luzzy set-up

cost S, fuzzy holding cost Ê, fuzzy total demand ô, fuzzy demand rate É., fuzzy
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production rate Ê andfuzzy cost per unit Ô are conducted as O(I12, I12)-T.T.F.N.. A

graph is drawn for each of these fuzzy numbers as per (3.33) to (3.a3) and (4.27) to

(4.31). By using results of model (FNM191172, yz;) from (4.32) to (4.35) economic lot size

and fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated. The observations and explanations are given

in Section 4.5.4. All the programming is done in Excel.

Fuzzy Setup Cost S as O(l/2, 1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy setup cost S as

0(112, Il2)-T.T.F.N. calculations are performed using (3.37) and (3.38). Results of

these calculations (Table 4.10 and Figure 4.9) are used for calculating fuzzy economic lot

size and fiizzy optimal total cost of model (FNM1611¡2, yz¡), as per (4.36) to (4.33).

Table 4.I0.Fuzzy Setup Cost S as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 4.10 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.9, givenbelow.

Fuzzy Setup Gost as 0(112, 112) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

:L 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

50.00 55.00 60.00 65.00 70.00 75.00

Dollars

85.00

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

S r (cr) 60.00 61.90 63.60 65.1 0 66.40 67.50 68.40 69.10 69.60 69.90 70.00

Sz(a) 80.00 78.1 0 76.40 74.90 73.60 12.50 71.60 70.90 70.40 70.1 0 70.00

Figure 4.9.Fuzzy Setup Cost S as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.



Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê as O(1/2,112)-T.T.F.N. Taking the fwzy holding cost Ê as

O(112,l12) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.40) and (3.41). The results of

these calculations (Table 4.lI and Figure 4.10) are used for calculating fuzzy economic

lot size andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMI6q172 ,tn)), as per (4.36) ß (a.ß).

Table 4.II.Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê asCr(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

-Ir (c¿) 0.15 0.16 0.r7 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

Hz(cr) 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.2r 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

Data given in Table 4.11 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.10, given below.

Fuzzy Holding Cost as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

¿ 0.6

o.4

0.2

0

0.10

Figure 4.I0.Fuzzy Holding Cost Ê asCr(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Total Demand Û ur 0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the

O(I12, ll2) -T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (3.43) and

fuzzy demand D as

(3.44). The results of
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these calculations (Table 4.12 and Figure 4.II) are used for calculating fuzzy economic

lot size and fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMIe1172, tn)), as per (4.36) to (4.43).

Table 4.I2.Fuzzy Total Demand ô asCr(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

ct, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

)r(c¿) s0000 509s0 51800 52550 53200 537s0 s4200 54550 s4800 54950 55000

Dz(c¿) 60000 59050 58200 57450 s6800 56250 55800 554s0 55200 55050 s5000

Data given in Table 4.I2 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.11, given below.

Fuzzy Total Demand as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

40000 50000 55000

# of Units per year

65000

/;\

Figure 4.11. Fuzzy Total Demand D as 0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

ßuzzy Demand rate per week R as O(1/2 , ll2) -T.T.F.N. Taking fazzy demand rate

per week R as O(1/2, I12)-T.T.F.N., calculations are performed by using (4.31) and

(4.32). The results of these calculations (Table 4.I3 and Figure 4.I2) are used for

calculating fuzzy economic lot size and fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FNM1sq172.tn)), as per (4.36) to (4.43).
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Table 4.I3.Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week R as O(1/2, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 4.I3 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.12, givenbelow.

Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week as
o(1t2,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

I

0.8

1 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Figure 4.I2.Fuzzy Demand Rate per Week R as O(1/2, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

ßuzzy Production Rate per Week Ê as O(1/2 , ll2) -'f .T.F.N. Takin g fizzy production

rate per week Ê as O(I12, Llz)-T.T.F.N., calculations are performed using (4.34) and

(4.35). Results of these calculations (Table 4.14 and Figure 4.13) are used for calculating

finzy economic lot size and fazzy optimal total cost of model (FNM191172, lrz)), as per

(4.36)to @.a!.

CX, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Rr(c¿) 1 000 1019 1 036 1051 r064 t075 1 084 r091 t096 r099 1 100

Rz(o) t200 I 181 II64 TT49 I 136 1125 1116 I 109 IIO4 1101 1 100
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Table 4.l4.Fuzzy Production Rate per Week P as 0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 4.I4 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 4.13, given below.

Fuzzy Production Rate per Week
as O(1/2, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

1200

Figure 4.l3.Fuzzy Production Rate per Week P as 0(112, l/2) -T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Cost Per Unit ô as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N. Taking the fuzzy cost per unit Ô as

0(112, ll2)-T.T.F.N., calculations are by using (3.46) and (3.47). Results of these

calculations (Table 4.15 and Figure 4.I4) are used for calculating fuzzy economic lot size

andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMlsq1¡2 ,tp)), as per (4.36) to (4.43).

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Pr(ø) t250 r260 1268 1276 1282 1288 1292 t296 1298 1 300 1 300

Pz(ct) 1400 138 1 1364 1349 1336 r325 t3r6 1309 r304 I 301 1 300
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Table 4.15.Fuzzy Cost per Unit Ô as 0(112,1/2)- T.T.F.N.

Data given in Table 4.15 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.74, givenbelow.

Fuzzy Cost per Un¡t as 0(112,1/2)- T.T.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Dollars

110.00 120.00

/i
\
\

Figure 4.l4.Fuzzy CostperUnit C asC(112,1/2)- T.T.F.N.

Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for (FNMloen,l¡zt). Taking fuzzy setup cost 3, furry

holding cost Ê , fuzzy total demand ô , fuzzy demand rate É. , fizzy production rate

Êand fuzzy cost per unit C as 0(112, ll2)-T.T.F.N., optimal economic lot size for

model (FNM1611¡2, r¡z)) is calculated. To perform the calculations (4.36) and (4.37) are

used. Results are presented below in Table 4.16 and Figure 4.15.

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

Cr (c) 90.00 93.80 97.20 100.20 102.80 105.00 106.8C 108.20 r09.20 109.80 110.0c

Cz(c¿) 1 15.00 114.05 tt3.2c 112.45 I 11.80 trt.25 110.80 1 10.45 I10.20 1 10.05 110.0c
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Table 4.16.Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for Model (FNM161172, 172y).

CX, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Qr(ct) 855 937 t021 1 108 r193 1275 1351 t416 t466 r497 1 508

Qz(cr) 4216 3r45 2577 2221 1981 I8t2 t691 1607 1551 1519 I s08

Data given in Table 4.16 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.15, given below.

Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for
Model (FNM1o6n,tn¡l

1.2

1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

/=\

1 000 2000 3000

# of units

4000 5000

Figure 4.75.Fuzzy Economic Lot Size for Model (FNMis1172,172).

ßuzzy optimal Total Cost î* for Model (FNM16117 z,tn)). Taking fuzzy setup cost S,

fuzzy holding cost Ê , fuzzy total demand D , fuzzy demand rate R , fuzzy production

rate Ê and fizzy cost per unit Ô as O(I12, Il2) -T.T.F.N., fuzzy optimal total cost for

model (FNM16¡172, rn¡) are calculated. To perform the calculations (4.38) and (4.39) are

used. Results are presented below in Table 4.17 and Figure 4.16. End points of fuzzy

optimal total cost are calculated as per (4.43) and are given below. From Figure 4.16

below it may be observed that fuzzy optimal total cost is not a triangular finzy number.
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^*T = (942,5105,22934)

Table 4.I7.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost î'fo, Model (FNM1q172,172¡).

ct, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Tr(c¿) 942 t439 1963 2506 3054 3587 4079 4501 4828 5034 5105

Tz(cr) 22934 16230 1249C 10079 8418 7238 6393 5799 5405 s179 5105

Data given in Table 4.17 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 4.16, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Gost for
Model (FNM1 o(r/2, 1/2)).

1.2

'1.0

0.8

a 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

/i\
/ r\

5000 10000 15000

Dollars

25000

Figure 4.16.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost î'fo, Model (FNMIs¡172,172;).

4.5,4 Observations and Explanation, of Results for ßuzzy Model (FNMls11¡2,172¡)

In this section, the results of the numerical example are interpreted and discussed.

The general form of inventory model used is (FNM1). The results of (FNMI) are given

by (4.9), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.15). (FNMIe¡172, uz¡) is a special case of (FNMI) that uses
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fuzzy setup cost 3,fot y holding cost Ê ,fuzzy total demand. ñ,fuzzy demand rate Ê.,

fuzzy production rate Ê andfuzzy cost per unit C as 0(112,1/2) -T.T.F.N.

In Section 4.5.3, the numerical example for model FNMl61172, yz¡ is solved. If

there is little faith in the initial part and terminal part of the ranges the use of

O(112,Il2) -T.T.F.N may be appropriate ( Figure 4.9 fo Figure 4.I4).In these cases the

initial slope of the left side is low and positive when the membership function is close to

zero. As the membership function approaches one, the slope of left side increases steeply

but remains positive. For the right side the initial slope is steep and negative when

membership function is close to one. The slope of right side is low and negative as the

membership function approaches zero.

In Section 4.5.2 fuzzy setup cost 3 , furry holding cost Ê , f,,tzzy total demandô,

fazzy demand rate Ê., fuzzy production rate Ê and, fazzy cost per unit C are first

developed as 0(712, tlz) -T.T.F.N. These numbers are found using (3.37), (3.38), (3.40),

(3.41), (3.43), (3.44), (3.46) (3.47), (4.31), (4.32), (4.34), (4.35), and are provided in

tables, from Table 4.10 to Table 4.15. Membership of these o(I12, ll2)-T.T.F.N. are

given as graphs in figures (Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.I4). Value of optimal economic lot size

for model (FNM161172, yz;) is calculated using (4.36) and (4.37) and is presented in Table

4.16 and Figure 4.15. value of fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNMlo(r/2, yz¡) is

calculated using (4.38) and (4.39) and is given in Table 4.17 and Figure 4.16. End poinrs

of fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (4.40) to (4.43) and are

^+T = (942,5105,22934).From Figure 4.16 it may be observed that fuzzy optimal total

cost is not a triangular fuzzy number.
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4.6 Conclusion

The results in the numerical example explained above are given as a range and

include the relevant ambiguous information, which would be lost if a crisp model was

used. These results clearly indicate how much the figures can deviate from the most

likely figures and what is the degree of belongingness of these deviated figures to this

situation. Using the information provided by the results of the model developed in this

chapter, the decision maker can plan and reduce the possibility of making certain types of

expensive errors.
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Chapter 5

Compromise Befween Set-up/ordering Cost and Holding Cost

In this chapter, it is assumed that the decision maker is considering a compromise

between holding cost H and ordering/set-up cost S. This compromise is required for

finding the most suitable inventory management decision as per the individual industrial

engineers comfort and the special demand of the business. The degree of preference of

the holding cost as compared to ordering/set-up cost yHs is weighted by the business

attitude o of the decision maker. The value of cr depends on the attitude of the decision

maker, the type of business and type of product or component. For example if the

decision maker is inclined towards retail business and the geographical location of the

business is such that the decision maker has to have the inventory of the product in the

warehouse so as to satisff the customer and maintain their goodwill, in that case c¿ is

taken equal to 1.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter in Section 5.2Fuzzy Inventory Model Two (FM2) a special case of

(FMl) from chapter 3 is given. (FM2) takes ordering cost as fuzzy and holding cost,

demand and cost per unit as crisp. This model is further developed for ordering cost as

Trapezoid Fuzzy Number (Tr.F.N.). This special case of (FM2) is named (FM251). In

Section 5.3 Fuzzy Inventory Model Three (FM3) a special case of (FMl) is given. (FM3)

takes holding cost as fuzzy and ordering cost, demand and cost per unit as crisp. This

model is further developed for holding cost as Tr.F.N.. This special case of (FM3) is
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named (FM3¡11'). In Section 5.4 algorithm of compromise between two Tr.F.N. is given.

This algorithm is used for the purpose of finding the least total cost as per the business

requirement. In Section 5.5, a numerical example illustrating the use of comparing the

optimal total inventory cost of model (FM251,), with optimal total inventory cost of

model (FM3¡11,) as per Section 5.4 is given.

In Section 5.6 Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Two (FNM2) a

special case of (FNMI) from Chapter 4 is given. (FNM2) takes ordering cost as fiszzy

and holding cost, total demand, demand rate, production rate and cost per unit as crisp.

This model is further developed for ordering cost as TrapezoidFuzzy Number Tr.F.N.

This special case of (FNM2) is named (FNM2s1,). In Section 5.7 Fuzzy Non-

Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Three (FNM3) a special case of (FNMI) is given.

(FNM3) takes holding cost as fuzzy and ordering cost, total demand, demand rate,

production rate and cost per unit as crisp. This model is further developed for holding

cost as Tr.F.N.. This special case of (FNM3) is named (FNM3Hr,). In Section 5.8, a

numerical example illustrating the use of comparing the optimal total inventory cost of

model (FNM2s1'), with optimal total inventory cost of model (FNM3HTJ as per Section

5.4 is given.

5.2 Fuzzy Inventory Model Two (FM2) using Tr. F. N.

Fuzzy Inventory Model Two (FM2) is a special case of (FMl), from Chapter 3,

where ordering cost is taken as fuzzy and holding cost, demand, and cost per unit are

taken crisp. The EOQ for (FM2) is given by (5.1) and (5.2) and fuzzy optimal total cosr



of (FM2) is given by (5.3) and (5.4). Later in this section,

below are applied to TrapezoidalFuzzy Numbers Tr.F.N.

o-(a\=-@"r" V HC

o. (a\ = -82!'@)u2" V HC

7,. (a) =

84

the results of (FM2) given

vø e þ, t] (s.1)

vø e þ, t] (s.4)

Using the ordering cost as Tr.F.N., its membership function and o-cuts are

written in (5.5) to (5.7). o-cuts for luzzy ordering cost are substituted in (FM2) to get a

special case of (FM2). This special case is named (FM251,).

The membership function and o-cuts for ordering cost, S : (S,, Sz, S¡, Sa) are as

follows.

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(s.2)

(s.3)

(s.s)þs=

0,

x-St
s, -s, '

1,

So -x
E _E,
0,

x<S'

S, <'< S,

S, <r<S,

S, <r<So

x>So
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S,(ø) = (S, *(,S, -S,)a)

Sr(a)= (S, -(S, -S,)")

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(s.6)

(s.1)

Substituting the

(FM2sr,) are obtained.

(s.8) to (s.11).

Qi{a) =

value of a-cuts

Results of EOQ

from (5.6) and (5.7) in (5.1) to (5.4), results of

and total cost for (FM2sr,) are given below in

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(s.8)

(s.e)

7,. (a) =
¿(s, *(,s, -,s,)ø) *! uc

2
vø e [0, t] (s.10)

rl@) =

HC

D(s. -(s* -sr)ø) *! uc
2

vø e þ, t] (5.11)

By substituting the value of cr=0andcr= l in (5.10) and (5.11) above, the end

points of optimal total cost for model (FM2srJ are obtained as given in (5.12) to (5.15).

This yields fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (5.17).

2D6o-(So -s,)")
2D6,+(S, -S,)ø
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7,.(a=0)=

T,* (a =l¡ =

T,(a =I) =

T)(a = o¡ =

,r-w-\nc

orw_\uc

urw\uc

,,W-\tl nc

(s.r2)

(s.13)

(s.14)

DS' ,1

-l

lzoso 2

\HC
DSr,l
lzns, 2

\l HC

D^S3 , 1

-l

lzDS, 2

\HC
DS. 1{ r-

-l

l2D$ 2

XHC

Ll^, =

0,

x- Z,

zr- zr'
L

Zq-x
Zo - Zr'
0,

Membership function of the

in (5.16) below.

(s. 1 5)

Linear Approximation of optimal total cost is given

x<Zt

Zr1x1Z,

Zr1x1Z, (5.16)

23 <x<Zo

x) Zq

z, = -L *! ac.lry. z^ = -L *L nc ^E2L' lznso 2 \'l HC ' lzns, 2 \ UC

\HC \] HC

z" = _y * L nc.lzns, . z, = _L * ! nc ^lzns,' l2DSr 2 \HC lZnS,2 \UC
\HC \HC

Ì. =(tr'2 2'"'' o)
(s.17)
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5.3 Fuzzy Inventory Model Three (FM3) using Tr.F.N.

Fuzzy Inventory Model Three (FM3) is a special case of (FM1), from Chapter 3,

where holding cost is taken as fuzzy and ordering cost, demand, and cost per unit are

taken crisp. The EOQ for (FM3) is given by (5.18) and (5.19) and fiizzy optimal total cost

of (FM3) is given by (5.20) and (5.21). Later in this section, the results of (FM3) given

below are applied to Tr.F.N.

Qi{a)= vø e þ, t] (5.18)

Q.,(a¡ = vøeþ,t] (s.1e)

T,-(a)=Æ= *Lu,g¡c'I" lzDS
tr HJùC

f ,DS

tr HJ,")c

f 2DS
t_

\ u,ço¡c

vøeþ,t] (s.20)

vø e þ, t] G.zt)

Using the holding cost as Tr.F.N., its membership function and c¿-cuts are written

in (5.22) to (5.24). cr-cuts for fuzzy holding cost are substituted in (FM3) to get a special

case of (FM3). This special case is named (FM3Hr).

The membership function and c¿-cuts for holding cost, Ê : (Hl, Hz,Hz, þ) are

as follows.

Hr(a)c
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þa=

0,

x- H,

Hr- H,

1,

Ho-x
Ho- H,

0,

H,(a)= (H, + (Hr- H)a)

Hr(a)=(Ho-(Ho-H)o)

r:@) =

^+. , 7 zns
ll In\- l-z''\-'' 

1(ø, -(Ho- u)a)c

^+. . / zDS
ll la\- f-É-2\*.t 

l (ø, * (Hr_ H)a)C

T*í.;r=4,/zDS
lw
*|{o,+(H,-u,rùrffi

xSH,

Hr1x1H,

Hr1x1H,

HrtxSHo

x2 Ho

vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(s.22)

(s.23)

(s.24)

Substituting the value of cr-cuts from (5.23) and (5 .24) in (5. I 8) to (5.2 I ), results

of (FM3g1,) are obtained. The results of EOQ and total cost for (FM3¡q1,.) are given below

in (s.2s) to (5.28).

D.S

vaeþ,t] (s.2s)

vø e [0, t] (s.26)

vaeþ,t] (s.27)

+(Hz- u)a)C
vøeþ,t] (5.28)
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By substituting the value of c¿ = 0 and c¿ = 1 in (5.27) and (5.28) above, the end

points of optimal total cost for model (FM3sr,) are obtained as given in(5.29) to (5.32).

This yields fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (5.34).

(s.2e)

(s.30)

(5.31)

(s.32)

Membership function of the Linear Approximation of optimal total cost is given

in (5.33) below.

lt¡,. = 11,

0,

x-Y,
Y, -Yr'

Yq-x
Yo -Yr'
0,

x <Y,

Yr3x3Y,

YrSxS{ (5.33)

Y3 <xcYo

x>Yo

y. -- -L*L r.c @ y^ =-3{- *! r^c Æ' lzns 2 '\HoC' ' lzos 2 '\HrC
! ,,c tr ",c
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f* =(rr,rr,rr,ro) (s.34)

5.4 Compromise Between T¡¡ and T5

In order to evaluate the different cost alternatives, the methodology developed by

Nakamura (1986) for evaluating the fuzzy altematives is used here.

It is assumed that the decision maker is considering the compromise between

fuzzy holding cost Ê and, fuzzy ordering/set-up cost S . fn. information regarding the

membership function is available from (5.16) and (5.33) above. The membership function

of the total cost related to model (FM2srJ and model (FM3HrJ are represented

graphically in Figure 5.1.

Z2 Yz Y¡ Z3 Z+ Ya

Figure 5.1 Representation of superimposition of two Trapezoid fiizzy numbers

In order to deal with the uncertain decision problems, the business attitude of the

decision maker is important in determining the altemative to be selected. The

Yr. Y4 Y¡, Y a - Fuz4 optimal cost for (FM3¡¡rn)
Zt.Zz,Zt.Z¿-Fuzzy Optimal cost for (FM2srn)
R1, R2, RR4-Regions 1,2,3,and4

Yr 21
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measurement of the decision maker's business attitude (a) helps in computing ygs. Where

yHs is the choice (trade off) of holding cost as compared with ordering/set-up cost. The

degree of preference or the choice can be represented in the functional form (Watson,

Weiss, and Donnell,1979) as follows.

(a)8, + (I- a)8.
(s.35)Tns = (a)(8,+ 4) + (1- a)(Br+ Bo)

where,

B¡ : Area of the region Ri where i : I , 2, 3 and 4.

THS 
: The degree of preference of the holding cost as compared to ordering/set-up cost.

THs is weighted by the business attitude c¿ of the decision maker. The value of cr

depends on the attitude of the decision maker, the type of business and type of product or

component. For example, Caterpillar, the manufacturer of heavy earth moving equipment,

can get a spare part to any point in the world within twenty four hours. Downtime for

heavy construction equipment is very costly, so Caterpillar's ability to respond quickly in

the event of equipment malfunction is of prime importance to its customers. As a result,

many of them have remained loyal to Caterpillar despite the competition (FIill and Jones,

2004). In this situation the decision maker may strictly prefer holding cost over

ordering/set-up cost in order to reduce its cost while still maintaining the high customer

In this situation o will be equal to 1 and fHs = u*;satisfaction level.
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In another situation if a decision maker believes in reducing inventory and thinks

that due to good geographical location prompt delivery of the product is possible, then cr

will be equal to zero andr^r= ffipresents the other extreme case. The value of c:

0.5 presents the neutral attitude of the business or decision maker.

Table 5.1. Changing Preference for Holding Cost and Set-up/Ordering Cost with respect

to Changing Values of lss.

5.5 Numerical Example One

Below a numerical example is considered to illustrate the usefulness of the results

developed in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. The results of models developed in Section 5.2 to

Section 5.4, from (5.1) to (5.35) are programmed in Excel to find solution of the

numerical example given below. In Section 5.5.1, the optimal total cost is calculated for

model (FM2s1r). In Section 5.5.2, the optimal total cost is calculated for model (FM3Hr).

In Section 5.5.3 a compromise is found between the two costs calculated in Section 5.5.1

and Section 5.5.2. Explanation and interpretation of the results is provided in Section

5.5.4.

Yus :1 H is strictly preferred to S

0.5 < yHs <1.0 H is somewhat preferred to S

YHs 
:0.5 H is indifferent to S

Yss < 0.5 S is somewhat preferred to H
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Table 5.2. DataProvided.

A.ssociated

rrdinary
rumber

H (Holding Cost,
Fuzzy) in fraction for
percentaqe

.Il = 0.1 Hz:0.i6 H3: 0.18 H+:0.24 0.1 85

S (Ordering Cost,
Fuzzy\ in Dollars

51 :28 Sz: 34 53 :44 Sa:47 42.3r

D : demand in units per year (crisp) : 10000

3(Cost per unit, crisp) : $ 8

Associated ordinary number is the centre of gravity of the trapezoidal fazzy

number calculated by using geometry as outlined in Appendix-l.

5.5.1 Calculations for Total Inventory Cost for Model (FM2s1.)

In this section calculations for fuzzy ordering cost as Tr.F.N. are conducted using

(5.6) and (5.7). To calculate fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimum total cost of model (FM251,)

(5.8) to (5.11) are used. Finally, error analysis for linear approximation of fuzzy optimal

total cost of model (FM2srJ is conducted. Membership function of fuzzy optimal total

cost of model (FM2sr,) is given as per the results of error analysis. All the programming

is done in Excel.

ßuzzy Ordering Cost S as Tr.F.N. ßuzzy ordering cost S is taken as Tr.F.N.

Calculations are performed by using (5.6) and (5.7). Results of these calculations (Table
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5.3 and Figure 5.2) are used in calculations for fizzy EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of 
,,,'

model (FM2srJ.

Table 5.3.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as Tr.F.N.

cf, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Sr (cr 28.00 28.60 29.20 29.80 30.40 31.00 31.60 32.20 32.80 33.40 34.00

Sz(cr 47.00 46.70 46.40 46.r0 45.80 45.50 45.20 44.90 44.60 44.30 44.00

Data given in Table 5.3 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.2, given below.

Ordering cost as (Tr.F.N.)

1.2

1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

10 20 30

Dollars

40 50

\

Figure 5.2.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as Tr.F.N.

Economic Order Quantity using Ordering Cost as Tr.F.N. Taking fuzzy ordering cost

3 as Tr.F.N. and, holding cost H, demand D and cost per unit C as crisp, EOQ for model

(FM2sr) is calculated from (5.8) and (5.9). The results are shown in Table 5.4 and Figure

5.3.
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Table 5.4. Economic Order Quantity for model (FM251,).

c{, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Q,@) 616 622 629 635 64r 648 654 660 666 672 678

797 795 792 790 787 785 782 779 777 774 772

Data given in Table 5.4 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.3, given below.

EOQ FOR Model (FM2srr)

1.2

1.0

0.8

=- 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

500 550 650 700

number of units

750 800 850

I

Figure 5.3. Economic Order Quantity for model (FM251,).

Fuzzy Optimat Total Cost for model (FM2s1r). Taking luzzy ordering cost S as

Tr.F.N. and, holding cost H, demand D and cost per unit C as crisp, the fuzzy optimal

total cost for model (FM2srJ is calculated. Calculations are performed using (5.10) and

(5.11). The results are presented for fiizzy optimal total cost of model (FM2s1,) in Table

5.5 and Figure 5.4 below. End points of fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per

(5.17) and are given below.
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^*T = (806,942,1219,1353)

Table 5.5.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM2s1,).

Data given in Table 5.5 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.4, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM2STr).

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

600 900 1000 1 100

dollars

1200 1 300 1400

Figure 5.4.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM2sr,).

Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM2s1r). Optimum

total inventory cost for model (FM2srJ is a polynomial fuzzy number. To use a

polynomial fuzzy number as a linear approximation, error analysis as per Appendix-l is

conducted. Results of linear approximation for the left hand side (LHS) and the right

hand side (RHS) of the polynomial fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM2srJ are given

below in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.5.

û, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Tr(cr) 806 820 833 847 860 874 887 901 915 928 942

Tz(cr) 1 353 1338 r324 1310 r296 r282 1269 1256 r244 1231 I2t9
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Table 5.6. Error Analysis for Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for

Model (FM2sr,).

LHS RHS
Actual

total cost
(1)

Linear
total cost

(2\
Error:
t2)-(1)

%
Error

Actual
total cost

t3)

Linear
total cost

(4\
Error:
(4)-(3)

%
Error

cx, Tr(cr) Tr(c¿) LHS LHS Tr(cr) Trfcr) RHS RHS
0 806.01 806.01 0.00 0.00 1352.95 t352.95 0.00 0.00

0.1 8 i 9.s3 819.60 0.07 0.01 1 338.1 9 1339.55 r.36 0.10
0.2 833.06 833.19 0.13 0.02 t323.77 1326.r5 2.38 0.18
0.3 846.6r 846.78 0.18 0.02 1309.68 1312.75 3.07 0.23
0.4 860.1 6 860.37 0.21 0.02 1295.90 t299.35 3.4s 0.27
0.5 873.14 873.97 0.23 0.03 1282.42 t28s.9s 3.53 0.28
0.6 887.33 887.56 0.23 0.03 1269.21 1272.55 3.34 0.26
0.7 900.94 901 . 1s 0.2r 0.02 12s6.28 1259.15 2.88 0.23
0.8 9r4.57 9r4.74 0.16 0.02 t243.60 1245.75 2.16 0.rl
0.9 928.23 928.33 0.10 0.01 T23I.T6 t232.3s r.20 0.10

1 94t.92 94t.92 0.00 0.00 1218.95 r2r8.95 0.00 0.00

Data given in Table 5.6 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.5, given below.

Gomparison of actual total cost for model (FM2s1,) and
linear total cost for model (FM2STr)

-Actual 

total cost Linear total cost

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

600 800 1 000
Dollars

1200 1400

Figure 5.5. Comparison of actual total cost for model (FM2sr) and linear total cost for

model (FM2srJ.
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According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right

divergence is less than 3o/o the Tr.F.N. is a good approximation of polynomial fuzzy

number. Maximum error is observed at c{. : 0.5. Maximum error for the LHS is 0.03%

and maximum error for RHS is 0.28%.It is concluded that a linear approximation for

total cost of model (FM251,) can be taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy

optimal total cost is given below as per (5.16).

þf.,, =

0,

x-806
942-806'
1,

1353 - x
1353 -t219
0,

x<806

806 < x <942

942< x <1219

I2l9 <x < 1353

x > 1353

5.5.2 Calculations for Total Inventory Cost of Model (FM3¡11r)

In this section calculations for fizzy holding cost É as Tr.F.N. are conducted

using (5.23) and (5.24). For calculating fuzzy EOQ and fuzzy optimum total cost of

model (FM3¡11'), (5.25) to (5.28) are used. Finally, error analysis for linear approximation

of fizzy optimal total cost of model (FM3HrJ is conducted. Membership Function of

fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM3s1,) is given as per the results of error analysis.

All the programming is done in Excel.

Fuzzy Holding cost H as Tr.F.N. Fuzzy holding cost H is taken as Tr.F.N.

Calculations are performed by using (5.23) and (5.24). Results of these calculations are
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given below in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.6. These results are used in calculations of fuzzy

EOQ and fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM3HrJ.

Table 5.7.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as Tr.F.N.

Data given in Table 5.7 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.6, given below.

Holding cost as (Tr.F.N.)

1.2

1

0.8

:t 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20

Rate (fraction)

0.22 0.24

Figure 5.6.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as Tr.F.N.

Economic Order Quantity using Hotding Cost as Tr.F.N.. Taking holding cost as

Tr.F.N. and ordering cost, demand and cost per unit as crisp, EoQ for model (FM3¡11,) is

calculated. To perform the calculations, (5.25) and (5.26) are used (Table 5.8 and Figure

s.1).

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

l-Ir(o) 0.r2 0.t2 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.r4 0.15 0.15 0.16 0. l6

-Iz(cr) ).24C 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.2r 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.i8



c[ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

664 672 681 690 700 7r0 720 731 742 754 767

o'tu\!2 \ 939 924 909 895 882 869 857 845 834 823 813

100

Table 5.8. Economic Order Quantity for model (FM3H1,).

Data given in Table 5.8 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.7, given below.

Economic Order Quantity for model (FM3HTr).

1.2

1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

500 700 800

number of units ordered

Figure 5.7. Economic Order Quantity for model (FM3HrJ.

Optimal Total Cost for model (FM3¡¡1.). Taking fuzzy holding cost É as Tr.F.N., and

ordering cost S, demand D and cost per unit C as crisp, the fuzzy optimal total cost for

model (FM3Hr) is calculated using (5.27) and (5.28). The results for fuzzy optimal total

cost of model (FM3sr,) are presented in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.8 below. End points of

fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (5.34).

^*T = (769,101 1, 1137,1539)



cf, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Ir(cr) 769 792 814 837 860 884 908 933 958 984 10i 1

Tz(a) ts39 1494 1450 1408 1367 t326 1287 1248 T2I1 tr74 lr37
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Table 5.9.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM3H1,).

Data given in Table 5.9 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.8, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Gost for Model (FM3HTr).

1.2

1.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

600

Dollars

Figure 5.8.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM3Hr,).

Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM3sr.). Optimum

total inventory cost for model (FM3sr.) is a polynomial fuzzy number. To use a

polynomial fuzzy number as a linear approximation, error analysis is conducted as per

Appendix-l. Results of linear approximation for the left hand side (LHS) and the right

hand side (RHS) of the polynomial fiizzy optimal total cost of model (FM3HrJ are given

below in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.9.
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Table 5.10. Error Analysis for Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for

Model (FM3H1,).

Left hand side (LHS) Rieht hand size (RHS)
Actual
total
cost

Linear
total

cost (2)
Error:
(2)-(1)

%
Error

Actual total
cost 13)

Linear total
cost (4)

Error:
(2)-(1)

%
Error

ct, Tr(cr) Tr(c¿) LHS LHS Trlc¿) Tz(c¿) RHS RHS
0.0 769.3t 769.3t 0.0i 0.0( 1538.6 1s38.6 0.0i 0.0(
0.1 79r.5Í 793.4Í 1.9( 0.2t 1493.79 1498.5i 4.71 0.31

0.2 814.1 8r7.6: 3.48 0.4: t450.24 i458.3t 8.11 0.5(
0.3 837.rr 84r.8t 4.7( 0.5( T407.8i r4t8.2: 10.3t 0.71

0.4 860.4¿ 86s.9t 5.54 0.6t 1366.s9 r378.1 I 1.5: 0.84

0.5 884.2( 890.1i 5.9: 0.61 1326.3( 1337.99 tt.69 0.8t
0.6 908.43 9r4.3 5.8E 0.6i 1286.94 1297.8i r0.92 0.8i
0.7 933.1 938.4t 5.3 1 0.5i 1248.43 1257.74 9.3C 0.7:
0.8 958.4f 962.6: 4.Ii 0.44 1210.71 t217.61 6.9C 0.5't
0.9 984.3t 986.82 2.4 0.2: tt73.7C rr77.4t 3.78 0.32
1.0 1010.9t 1010.98 0.0c 0.0t rr37.3: tt37.3: 0.0c 0.0c

Data given in Table 5.10 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.9, given below.

Gomparison of actual total cost for model (FM3¡11,) and
linear total cost for model (FM3Hr,)

-Actual 

total cost Linear total cost

1.2
1.0
0.8

¿ 0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

700 1 100 1300
Dollars

Figure 5.9. Comparison of Actual Total Cost for Model (FM3Hr) and Linear Total Cost

for Model (FM3HrJ.
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According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right

divergence is less than 3Yo, the Tr.F.N. is a good approximation of polynomial fi,tzzy

number. Maximum error is observed at s":0.5. Maximum error for LHS is 0.67Yo and

maximum error for RHS is 0.88%. It is concluded that a linear approximation for total

cost of model (FM3H1,) can be taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy optimal

total cost is given below as per (5.16).

ltf', =

0,

x -769
r0rr-769'
1,

1539 - x
1s39 -1137
0,

x <769

769<x<1011

1011 < x <t137

1137 <x<1539

x > 1539

5.5.3 Compromise betweenFruzzy Total Inventory Cost of models (FM2sr.) and

(FM3¡¡1')

In this section calculations are conducted according to Section 5.4. Below in Figure 5.10

the linear approximation of optimal total cost of model (FM2sr) and linear

approximation of optimal total cost of model (FM3nr,) are superimposed. Table 5.11

shows the optimal total cost for model (FM2s1r) where ordering cost is fuzzy and optimal

total cost for model (FM3HrJ where holding cost is fitzzy. Table 5.1 I also shows the area

of the regions Rl to R4 of Figure 5.10. Finally, Table 5.I2 shows managers

preference/attitude vs. corresponding value of yHs. All the programming is done in Excel.
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Figure 5.10. Compromise of Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM2s1,) and (FM3s1,).

Table 5.11. Optimal Total Cost for Model (FM251), Optimal Total Cost for Model

(FM3¡¡1r) and area of regions, R1 to R4 from Figure 5.10.

Total cost for
model

c{,

0 1 I 0
(FM2STJ 806.01 94t.92 1218.9s 1352.95
(FM3Hr.) 769.32 1010.98 t137.35 1538.63

Region
R1 R2 R3 R4

Area 6.37 64.s0 22.5s t2.46

Areas of the regions Rl to R4 are calculated as follows.

e Find the equation of the lines,

. Find the point of intersection of the lines,

o Calculate the area of the triangle (half base multiplied by height).

Compromise between model FM251rand FM3Hrl

1.2

1.0

0.8 Total Cost with ordering cost
as (Tr.F.N.)

Total cost with holding cost
as (Tr.F.N.)

r0.
0.

0.2

0.0

1 000 1 100 1200 1 300 '1400

Dollars

1 500 1 600

Table 5.T2.Managers preference/attitude vs. corresponding value of yus as per (5.35).
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c[ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

YHs 0.293 0.290 0.287 0.283 0.278 0.273 0.267 0.259 0.249 0.237 0.220

5.5.4 Explanation and Interpretation of results

In Section 5.5.1, Tr.F.N. is developed for ordering cost by using (5.6) and (5.7)

and is shown in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2.The value of EOQ is calculated by using (5.8)

and (5.9). For calculating EOQ, ordering cost is Tr.F.N. and is taken from Table 5.3.

'Whereas here holding cost, demand and cost per unit are crisp and are taken from Table

5.2. Value of fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM2srJ is calculated using (5.10) and

(5.11). Fuzzy optimal total cost is presented in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.4. End points of

fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (5.17)and are ¡* = 1806, g42,I2Ig,1353).

Actual optimal total cost for model (FM2sr) is a polynomial fuzzy number; a linear

approximation study is conducted and as per Appendix-l and results are given in Table

5.6 and Figure 5.5. The maximum error is observed at d.:0.5. Maximum erïor for the

LHS is 0.03% and maximum elror for RHS is 0.28Yo. According to Kaufmann and Gupta

(1985), if the maximum left and right divergence is less than3o/o, the Tr.F.N. is a good

approximation of poll,nomial fuzzy number. It is concluded that a linear approximation

for total cost of model (FM2srJ can be taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy

optimal total cost is given according to (5.16).

In Section 5.5.2 the Tr.F.N. is developed for holding cost by using (5.23) and

(5.24) and is shown in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.6. The value of EOQ is calculated by using

(5.25) and (5.26). For calculating EOQ, holding cost is Tr.F.N. and is taken from Table

5.7. Whereas here, ordering cost, demand and cost per unit are crisp and are taken from
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Table 5.2. Value of fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM3Hr) is calculated using (5.27)

and (5.28). Fuzzy optimal total cost is presented in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.8. End points

of fuzzy optimal total cost are calculated as per (5.34) and are

^*T =(169,1011,1137,1539). Actual optimal total cost for model (FM3ur,) is a

polynomial fuzzy number; a linear approximation study is conducted for optimal total

cost for model (FM3HrJ and given in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.9. Maximum error

observed at cr : 0.5 is 0.67% for LHS 0.88% for RHS. According to Kaufmann and

Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right divergence is less than 3%o, it can be

concluded that the Tr.F.N. is a good approximation of polynomial fuzzy number. It is

concluded here that a linear approximation for total cost of model (FM3¡11r) can be taken.

The membership function of linear fuzzy optimal total cost is given as per (5.33).

In Section 5.5.3 the linear approximation of optimal total cost of model (FM2srr)

and optimal total cost of model (FM3¡11,) are superimposed (Fig 5.10) to get a

compromise between holding cost and ordering cost, as per Section 5.4. In Table 5.11

The optimal total cost for model (FM2s1r) takes ordering cost as fizzy while, optimal

total cost for model (FM3s1,) takes holding cost as fuzzy (Table 5.11). Managers

preference/attitude vs. corresponding value of yss are shown in table 5.12.

THS 
: 0.293 at cr:0 and y¡15 :0.220 at u.:1. There is a slightly negative trend

between the value of yss and the value of o. Data in Table 5.12 points towards a

preference for ordering cost for this situation.
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If a decision maker is inclined towards retail business and the geographical

location of the business is such that an inventory of the product is inevitable in the

warehouse to satisfy the customer and to maintain goodwill, then cr : 1. In this case the

optimal total cost used by the decision maker may be 0.220 x (optimal total cost for

model (FM3HrJ) + (1 - 0.220) x (optimal total cost for model (FM2s1,).

5.6 Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Two (FNM2)

using Tr.F.N.

Ftzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Two (FNM2) is a special case

of (FNMI) from Chapter 4. (FNM2) takes ordering cost S as fuzzy, and holding cost H,

total demand D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per unit C as crisp. Economic

production lot size for (FNM2) is given by (5.36) and (5.37) and fuzzy optimal total cost

of (FNM2) is given by (5.38) and (5.39). Later in this section, the results of (FNM2)

given below are applied to Tr.F.N.

vø e þ, t] (s.36)

lrDA")

\FFÐ
O. (a\:
47 \ '

vøeþ,t] (s.37)
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7,. (a) =
DS,(a) vøeþ,t]

vøeþ,t]

(5.3 8)

(s.3e)I (d. l=
DSr(a)

frDSf,")

FFÐ
The membership function and a-cuts for ordering cost as Tr.F.N. are given above

in (5.5) to (5.8). By substituting the value of u-cuts as given by (5.6) and (5.7) in (5.36)

to (5.39), a special case of fuzzy inventory model (FNM2) is obtained. This special case

is named (FNM2sr,). The results of (FNM251) are given below in (5.a0) to (5.43).

Qi@)= vøeþ,t]
øc[ -41\ P)

(s.40)

(s.41)O. (a\ =Pz\ '
vøeþ,i]

2DSr(a)

"'('-+)
*('-å)

2DSr(ø)

*('-å)

2D6o-(S, -Sr)ø

P
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v q, eþ, t] 1s.+z¡

r,@) =
D(so -(so -,s,)ø)

Y a eþ, t] qs.+l;

By substituting the value of cr = 0 and o = 1 in (5.42) and (5.43) respectively, the

end points of optimal total cost for model (FNM251, ) are obtained as given in (5.44) to

(5.47). This yields fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (5.49).

7,. (ø :0) =
DS,

7,. (a =I) =
DSt

(s.44)

(s.4s)

(s.46)Tl@ =t) =

2D(S, +(S, -S,)øJ

uc(;L)('P,

2D(Sr +(S, -S,)ø

2D6o-(So -,Sr)ø

P

P

2DS2

øc[-41lPi

zDS2

uc(çL\
\P/

2DSl

nc(;4\\. P/

nc(;L\(P,

T,(a =O)= (s.47)



Membership function of the

given in$.al) below.

U^, =

0,

x-w,
wr.-w,

1,

Wo-x

Wt=

Wo -W,
0,

DE
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Linear Approximation of fuzzy optimal total cost is

x lW,

\ s x 314r,

WrlxSW, (5.48)

W3 <x<Wo

x>Wo

w. =-,-2!:-*lrclt-41' I 2DS2 2 \ P)

FFÐ
w,=ë*!ur(t-!DSo *! ,r( ,- ll l--z¿q,-_-| ,DS, 2"-[' ,)lur(, 

å)
FFÐ

f* =@r,rr,rr,ro) (s.4e)

zDSl

uc(t- Rl'
\. P/
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5.7 Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Three (FNM3)
using Tr.F.N.

Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Inventory Model Three (FNM3) is a special

case of (FNMI). (FNM3) takes holding cost È.as f-',tzzy and ordering cost S, total demand

D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per unit C as crisp. Economic production lot

size for (FNM3) is given by (5.50) and (5.51) and, fuzzy optimal total cost of (FNM3) is

given by (5.52) and (5.53). Later in this section, the results of (FNM3) given below are

applied to Tr.F.N.

Qi{ù=
2DS vø e þ, t] (s.so)

Q,{") = vø e [0, t] (s.s 1)

7,. (a) = *Iu,ørc(r-l) 2DS vø e þ, t] G.s2)
2DS

u^rorc(ç!)Z\' 
\ P)

n,ø>c(r-a)

ø,r"r[r-f)

,,ø>r(r_l)

r)@¡ = *! n,ço¡c[t-å) 2DS

,,ø>r(r_f)

øørc[r-4)2DS
vø e [0, t] (s.s3)

The membership function and cr-cuts for holding cost as Tr.F.N. are given above

in(5.22)to (5.24). By substituting the value of cr-cuts as given by (5.23) and(5.24)in
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(5.50) to (5.53), a special case of fttzzy inventory model (FNM3) is obtained. This special

case is named (FNM3Hr,). Results of (FNM3¡11,) are given below in (5.54) to (5.57).

O'(a\= va e þ, t] (s.s4)

Q.,(a¡=

T,- (a) =

- u,>ùc('-å)

-q"Y('-#)

Vøeþ,t] (5.5s)

vø e þ, t] (s.56)*f,{u, + (H,

rl@) =

By substituting the value of o = 0 and o = 1 in (5.56) and (5.57) above, the end

points of optimal total cost for model (FNM3s1,¡ are obtained as given in (5.58) to (5.61).

This yields fuzzy optimal total cost as given below in (5.63).

(n,*(H,- r¡"V(r-l)

(tt, * (H, -ø,r)c(r - f)

- H)ø)c

(n^-(Ho-¿i"lr('-å)
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7,. (a = 0):

7,. (a =l) =

Tl@ =l) =

ri@:o¡:

.+r,r(t-+)

*1t^"lt-412 ' \. P)

* 1t."lt-41
2 '\. P)

.ir^"(r-f)

,,r(,-|)
(s.s 8)

(s.se)

,,r(t-{)

", 
r['-f)

u^"('-{)

(s.60)

(s.61)

Membership function of the Linear Approximation of fuzzy optimal total cost is

given in(5.62) below.

","['-f)
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U^, =

0,

x*4
Vr-4
I,

Vo-x
Vo -Vt
0,

D.S

x lv,

Yr3x3V,

YrSx3V,

V3 <x<V4

x>V4

(s.62)

%=

*!u,c(t_41 
=g{_'2"'"(^ ,,lr^r(,_#)'

*1o"clt-412\.P/

V4=

(s.63)

5.8 Numerical Example 2

Below a numerical example is considered to illustrate the usefulness of the results

developed in Sections 5.6,5.7 and5.4. The results of models developed in Section 5.6,

5;7 and 5.4 from (5.35) to (5.63) are programmed in Excel to find solution of the

numerical example given here. In Section 5.8.1, the optimal total cost is calculated for

f* =Vr,nr,rr,ro)

2DS;4â
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model (FNM251,). In SectiorL 5.8.2, the optimal total cost is calculated for model

(FNM3sr,). In Section 5.8.3 a compromise is found between the two costs calculated in

Section 5.8.1 and Section 5.8.2. Explanation and interpretation of the results is provided

in Section 5.8.4.

Table 5.13. Data Provided.

uzzy Costs A.ssociated ordinary
rlumber

H (Holding Cost)
.n fraction for
YoaEe

-It:0.1 fz:0.I4 Ï3: 0.15 Jq:0.25 .t69

S (Set-up Cost) in
Dollars

Jr :20 Sz:30 )3 38 j¿:50 \7.96

) (total demand in units per year, crisp) : 10000

(Cost per unit, crisp) : 100

lroduction rate: i4000 per year or 56 per day

)emand Íate:40 per day

rlumber of production days per year :250
Associated ordinary number is the centre of gravity of the trapezoidal fuzzy

number calculated by using geometry as outlined in Appendix-1.

5.8.1 Calculations for Total Inventory Cost of Model (FNM251.)

In this section calculations for fuzzy set-up cost as Tr.F.N. are conducted using

(5.6) and (5.7). For calculating fuzzy lot size and fuzzy optimum total cost of model

(FNM2s1'), (5.40) to (5.43) are used. Finally, the error analysis for linear approximation

of fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM2srr) is conducted. Membership function of

fuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM2s1r) is given as per the results of error analysis.

All the programming is done in Excel.
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Fuzzy Set-up Cost S as Tr.F.N. Fuzzy ordering cost S is taken as Tr.F.N. Calculations

are performed by using (5.6) and (5.7). Results of these calculations are presented below

in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.11. These results are used for the calculations of fiizzy lot size

andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM2sr).

Table 5.I4.Fuzzy Set-up Cost S as Tr.F.N.

c¿ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 I

Sr(c¿) 20.00 2t.00 22.00 23.00 24.00 25.00 26.00 27.00 28.00 29.00 30.00

Sz(a) 50.00 48.80 47.60 46.40 4s.20 44.00 42.80 4r.60 40.40 39.20 38.00

Data given in Table 5.14 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.11, given below.

Fuzzy Setup Gost as Tr.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00 55.00

Dollars

Figure 5.7I.Fuzzy Set-up Cost S as Tr.F.N.

Economic production lot size using set-up cost as Tr.F.N. Taking set-up cost S as

Tr.F.N. and holding cost H, demand D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per unit
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as crisp, economic lot size is calculated for model (FNM251'). To perform

calculations (5.40) and (5.41) are used. Results are shown in Table 5.15 and Fig. 5.12.

Table 5.15. Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM2sr,).

cr 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Q.,(a) 288 295 302 309 315 322 328 334 340 346 3s2

Q"(a) 455 449 444 438 432 427 42t 415 409 403 397

Data given in Table 5.15 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.12, given below.

Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM2srr).

1.2

1.0

0.8

¿ 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

200 250

Figure 5.12. Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM2sr').

Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for model (FM2sr.). Taking set-up cost S as Tr.F.N. and

holding cost H, total demand D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per unit as

crisp, fuzzy optimal total cost for model (FNM2srJ is calculated. The calculations are

performed using (5.42) and (5.43). Results for fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FNM251,) are presented in Table 5. 1 6 and Figure 5. 1 3 . End points of fuzzy optimal total

cost are calculated from (5.49) and are given below.
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T = (1 135,1609, 2037,2931)

Table 5.16.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM2srJ.

Data given in Table 5.16 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.13, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Gost for Model (FNM2srr).

1.2

1.0

0.8

:r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

1000 1200 1 400 1 600 1800 2000 2200

Dollars

Figure 5.I3.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM2sr,).

Linear Approximation of ßuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM251.). Optimum

total inventory cost for model (FNM251,) is a polynomial fuzzy number. To use a

polynomial fuzzy number as a linear approximation, error analysis is conducted as per

Appendix-1. The results of linear approximation for the left hand side (LHS) and the right

hand side (RHS) of the polynomialfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FNM2srJ are given

below in Table 5.I7 andFigure 5.14.

c[ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 1.0

Tr(o) 1 135 1i80 1225 t270 1317 t363 1410 1459 r507 r557 1608

Tz(cr) 2837 274r 2650 2563 2479 2399 2322 2247 2r75 2105 2037
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Table 5.17. Error Analysis for Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for

Model (FNM251').

Left hand side (LHS) Right hand size (RHS)

Actual
total

cost (1)

Linear
total

cost (2)
Error =

(2)-(1) Enor (%)

Actual
otal cosl

(3)

Linear
otal cosr

Ø\
Error:
(4)-(3) Enor (%)

ct, Tr(cr) Tr(o) LHS LHS Tz(c¿) Tz(a) RHS RHS

0.0 1134.92 rt34.92 0.00 0.00 2837.30 2837.30 0.00 0.00
0.1 1179.71 tt82.23 2.51 0.21 274t.43 2757.25 15.82 0.s8
0.2 1224.86 t229.54 4.67 0.38 2650.16 2677.20 27.04 1.02

0.3 t270.44 r276.8s 6.41 0.s0 2s62.98 2s97.t6 34.17 1.33

0.4 13t6.s2 1324.t6 7.64 0.58 2479.45 25It.rl 37.66 r.52
0.5 1 363.1 8 r37t.47 8.29 0.61 2399.20 2437.06 37.86 l.s8
0.6 14t0.49 1418.78 8.29 0.s9 2321,.89 2357.01 35.13 1.51

0.7 r458.54 1466.09 7.55 0.s2 2247.23 2276.97 29.73 r.32
0.8 1507.42 1513.40 s.98 0.40 2r74.99 2196.92 2r.93 1.01

0.9 1557.21 ts60.71 3.s0 0.22 2t04.92 2116.87 tr.96 0.57
1.0 1608.02 1608.02 0.00 0.00 2036.82 2036.82 0.00 0.00

Data given in Table 5.I7 canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 5.14, given below.

Gomparison of actual total cost for model (FNM2s1r) and
linear total cost for model (FNM2srr)

-Actual 

total cost Linear total cost

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

1000 1200 1400 1600

Figure 5.14. Comparison of actual total cost for model (FNM2sr,) and linear total cost for

model (FNM2sr).
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According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right

divergence is less than 3o/o it can be concluded that the Tr.F.N. is a good approximation

of polynomial fuzzy number. Maximum error observed at c¿ : 0.5 is 0.6I% for LHS and

is 1.58% for RHS. It can be concluded that a linear approximation for total cost of model

(FNM2sr,) can be taken. The membership function of linear fiuzy optimal total cost is

given below as per (5.47).

þ.î',, =

0,

x-1135

1608 - l 135

1,

2837 - x
2837 -2037
0,

.r < 1135

1135<x<1608

1608< x<2037

2037 < x <2837

x >2837

5.8.2 Calculations for Total Inventory Cost of Model (FNM3¡¡1.)

In this section calculations for fuzzy holding cost Ê as Tr.F.N. are conducted

using (5.23) and (5.24). For calculating fazzy economic lot size and luzzy optimum total

cost of model (FNM3¡11,), (5.54) to (5.57) are used. Finally, error analysis for linear

approximationof fuzzv optimal total cost of model (FNM3Hrr) is conducted. Membership

function of fazzy optimal total cost of model (FNM3HTJ is given as per the results of

error analysis. All the programming is done in Excel.
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Fuzzy Holding Cost H as Tr.F.N. Fuzzy holding cost H is taken as Tr.F.N.

Calculations are performed by using (5.23) and (5.24). Results of these calculations are

presented below in Table 5.18 and Figure 5.15 and are used for calculating fuzzy

economic lot size andfuzzy optimal total cost of model (FM3nrr).

Table 5.Iï.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as Tr.F.N.

Data given in Table 5.18 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.15, given below.

Fuzzy Holding Cost as Tr.F.N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.05

Figure 5.l5.Fuzzy Holding Cost H as Tr.F.N.

Economic production lot size using set-up cost as Tr.F.N. Taking fuzzy holding cost

Ê as Tr.F.N. and set-up cost S, demand D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per

unit as crisp, economic lot size is calculated for model (FNM3Hr). To perform the

cx, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

,Ir (cr) 0.10 0.10 0.1 I 0.1 1 0.t2 0.t2 0.t2 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.r4

Hz(c¿) 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.2t 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15
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calculations, (5.54) and (5.55) are used and the results are presented below in Table 5.19

and Figure 5.16.

Table 5.19. Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM3¡11,).

CX, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Qi@) 326 333 340 348 356 365 374 384 39s 408 42r

ai@> 516 506 496 487 479 471 463 456 449 442 436

Data given in Table 5.19 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.16, given below.

Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM3Hr,).

1.2

1.0

0.8

¿ 0.6

o.4

o.2

0.0

Figure 5.16. Economic Production Lot Size for model (FNM3H1,).

Fnzzy Optimal Total Cost for model (FM3ur.). Taking fuzzy holding cost Ê as

Tr.F.N., and set-up cost S, total demand D, demand rate R, production rate P and cost per

unit as crisp, fuzzy optimal total cost for model (FNM3¡11.) is calculated. The calculations

are performed using (5.55) and (5.56). Results for fuzzy optimal total cost of model

(FNM3Hr,) are presented in Table 5.20 and Figure 5.17 below. End points of fuzzy

optimal total cost are calculated as per (5.64) and are given below.
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^*T = (7202,17 73,1 836, 3006)

Table 5.20.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM3HrJ.

Data given in Table 5.20 can be visualised graphically as in Figure 5.I7, given below.

Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM3HTT).

1.2

't.0

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
't 100 1300 1500 2900 3100

Figure 5.l7.Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM3Hrr).

Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM3ur.). Optimum

total inventory cost for model (FNM3Hr,) is a polynomial ftzzy number. To use a

polynomial fuzzy number as a linear approximation, error analysis is conducted

according to Appendix-l. Results of linear approximation for the left hand side (LHS)

and the right hand side (RHS) of the polynomial luzzy optimal total cost of model

(FNM3Hr) are given below in Table 5.21 and Figure 5.18.

c{, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Tr(c¿) t202 t245 1290 I 335 I 383 t432 1483 I 536 1592 165 I t713

Tz(a) 3006 2874 2747 2623 2503 2386 2272 2160 2050 t942 1 836
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Table 5.27.Brcor Analysis for Linear Approximation of Fuzzy Optimal Total Cost for

Model (FNM3Hr,).

Data given in Table 5.2I canbe visualised graphically as in Figure 5.18, given below.

Comparison of actual total cost for model (FNM3Hr,)

and linear total cost for model (FNM3Hr,)

-Actual 

total cost Linear total cost

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

Dollars

2600 2800 3000 3200

Figure 5.18. Comparison of actual total cost for model (FNM3¡11') and linear total cost for

model (FNM3Hr,).

LHS RHS
Actual

total cost
(1)

Linear
lotal cosl

(2\

Error:
(2)-(1) %oEnor

Actual
total cost

(3)

Linear total
cost (4)

Error:
(4)-(3)

%
Error

C{, Tr(cr) Tr(o) LHS LHS Tz(cr) Tz(cr) RHS RHS
0.0 t202.22 1202.22 0.00 0.00 300s.55 3005.55 0.00 0.00
0.1 t245.42 1253.32 7.89 0.63 2874.0s 2888.55 T4.50 0.50
0.2 t289.79 r304.42 t4.63 1.13 2746.77 2771.5s 24.79 0.90
0.3 1335.48 1355.s2 20.04 1.s0 2623.26 2654.56 31.30 1.19
0.4 1382.69 t406.61 23.93 r.73 2503.14 2537.s6 34.42 r.3l
0.5 143T.64 1457.71 26.08 7'.82 2386.06 2420.56 34.50 1.45
0.6 1.482.58 1s08.81 26.24 r.77 2271.69 2303.s7 31.88 1.40
0.7 1535.81 1559.91 24.t0 1.57 2159.13 2186.s7 26.84 r.24
0.8 159r.69 1611.01 19.32 1.21 2049.90 2069.s7 t9.67 0.96
0.9 16s0.65 t662.rr 1r.46 0.69 r94t.94 19s2.58 t0.64 0.55
1.0 17t3.2r l7l3.2l 0.00 0.00 1835.s8 183s.58 0.00 0.00
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According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right

divergence is less than 3%o, it can be concluded that the TI.F.N. is a good approximation

of polynomial fiizzy number. Maximum error observed at a : 0.5 is I.82% for the LHS is

1.45% for RHS. It is concluded that linear approximation for total cost of model

(FM3s1') can be taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy optimal total cost is

given below as per (5.62).

þf., =

0,

x -1202
17 t3 - 1202

1,

3006 - x
3006 - 1836

0,

x < 1202

1202< x<1713

l7l3<x<1836

1836 <x<3006

x > 3006

5.8.3 Compromise betweenFuzzy Total Inventory Cost of models (FNM251.) and
(FNM3¡¡1,)

In this section, calculations are conducted as per Section 5.4. Below in Figure 5.19 the

linear approximation of optimal total cost of model (FNM251,) and linear approximation

of optimal total cost of model (FNM3Hrr) are superimposed. Table 5.22 shows the

optimal total cost for model (FNM2srJ where ordering cost is fuzzy and optimal total

cost for model (FNM3s1') where holding cost is fuzzy. Table 5.22 also shows the area of

the regions Rl to R4 of Figure 5.19. Managers preference/attitude vs. corresponding

value of yus are given in Table 5.23. AII the programming is done in Excel.
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Compromise between model (FNM3sr,) and (FNM3¡11,)

Total cost with ordering cost as (Tr,F.N.) 

-Total 

cost with holding cost as (Tr.F.N.)

1.2

1

0.8

:l. 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000

Dollars

Figure 5.19. Compromise of optimal total cost for model (FNM2srJ and (FNM3s1,).

Table 5.22. Optimal Total Cost for Model (FNM2sr,), Optimal Total Cost for Model

(FNM3Hrr) and area of regions, Rl to R4 from Figure 5.19.

ct 0 I I 0

Total cost for model
(FNM2sr.)

1 135 1 608 2037 2831

Total cost for model
(FNM3HTJ

1202 17t3 1 836 3006

Reeions
R2 R3 R4

Area 38 86 5

Areas of the regions Rl to R4 are calculated as follows.

o Find the equation of the lines,

o Find the point of intersection of the lines,
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o Calculate the area of the triangle (half base multiplied by height).

Table 5.23.Managers preference/attitude vs. coresponding value of yr¡s as per (5.35)

5.8.4 Explanation and Interpretation of results

In Section 5.8.1, Tr.F.N. (Table 5.14 and Figure 5.11) is developed for set-up cost

by using (5.6) and (5.7). The economic production lot size is calculated using (5.40) and

(5.41). For calculating economic production lot size set-up cost is considered as Tr.F.N.

and taken from Table 5.14, whereas holding cost, total demand, demand rate, production

rate and cost per unit are considered as crisp and taken from Table 5.13. Economic

production lot size is presented in Table 5.15 and Figure 5.12. Value of fuzzy optimal

total cost for model (FNM2srJ is calculated using (5.42) and (5.43). Fuzzy optimal total

cost is presented in Table 5. 1 6 and Figure 5. 1 3. End points of fuzzy optimal total cost are

calculated as per (5. g)and are f* = (1135,i608, 2037,2837).Actual optimal total cost

for model (FNM2srJ is a polynomial fuzzy number a linear approximation study is

conducted as per Appendix-l and results are given in Table 5.I7 and Figure 5.14.

Maximum error observed at o : 0.5 is 0.6IYo for the LHS and is 1.58% for RHS.

According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985), if the maximum left and right divergence is

less than 3yo it can be concluded that the TI.F.N. is a good approximation of polynomial

fwzy number. Thus, here it is concluded that linear approximation for total cost of model

ct, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.t 0.8 0.9 1

THs 0.93 0.84 0.75 0.66 0.57 0.48 0.39 0.29 0.20 0.10 0.00
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(FNM2sr,) can be taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy optimal total cost is

given according to (5.48).

In Section 5.8.2, Tr.F.N. is developed (Table 5.18 and Figure 5.15) for

holding cost by using (5.23) and (5.24). The value of economic production lot size is

calculated using (5.54) and (5.55). For calculating economic production lot size holding

cost is considered as Tr.F.N. and taken from Table 5.18, whereas set-up cost, total

demand, demand rate, production rate and cost per unit are considered as crisp and taken

from Table 5.13. Economic production lot size is presented in Table 5.19 and Figure

5.16. Value of optimal total cost is calculated using (5.56) and (5.57). Fuzzy optimal total

cost is presented in Table 5.20 and Figure 5.17. End points of fuzzy optimal total cost are

calculated as per (5.63) and are ¡* =çt202,I713,1836,3006).Actual optimal total cost

for model (FNM3s1r) is a polynomial fuzzy number a linear approximation study is

conducted as per Appendix-l in Table 5.21 and Figure 5.18. Maximum effor observed at

cr : 0.5 is 1.82% for the LHS and is 1.45% for RHS. According to Kaufmann and Gupta

(1985), if the maximum left and right divergence is less than3Yo it can be concluded that

the Tr.F.N. is a good approximation of polynomial fuzzy number. Thus, it can be

concluded here that a linear approximation for total cost of model (FNM3Hrr) can be

taken. The membership function of linear fuzzy optimal total cost is given as per (5.62).

In Section 5.8.3, the linear approximation of optimal total cost of model

(FNM251,) and optimal total cost of model (FNM3¡11,) are superimposed (Figure 5.19) to

get a compromise between holding cost and set-up cost. In Table 5.22 optimal total cost

for model (FNM2sr) that takes set-up cost as fuzzy, optimal total cost for model
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(FNM3ur,) that takes holding cost as fuzzy and area of the regions R2 to R4 from Figure

5.19 are given. Finally, managers preference/attitude vs. corresponding value of y¡¡5 as

per (5.35) are given in Table 5.23.

yHS: 0.93 at c¿:0 and yus = 0.00 at c{,: I There is a negative trend between the

value of yHs and the value of c¿. This trend points towards a preference for holding cost

for lower values of a and a preference for set-up cost for higher value of a . Preference

for set-up cost becomes very high for higher values of cr.
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6.1

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTION AND RECOMMENDATION

In the present chapter, the contributions and conclusions of this thesis are

stated. Finally, some recommendations for further research on the problems

considered in the thesis.

Conclusions and Contributions

Complexity of today's business has made the world more competitive. Here a

few of the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) problems have been revisited to

formulate fuzzy inventory models that may be beneficial for the industry. In this

thesis fuzzy mathematical modeling is used for the practical application of industrial

strategy in the real world.

6.1.1 Fuzzy Inventory Models

In Chapter 3, Fuzzy Inventory Model (FMl) is formulated. This Fuzzy

Inventory Model (FMl) takes into account fuzzy ordering cost, fuzzy holding cost,

fuzzy demand and fuzzy cost per unit. (FMl) is applied to O(2, 2)-T.T.F.N. and

O(112, 1/2)-T.T.F.N. This application of (FMl) is illustrated by a numerical example.

The specific application of (FMl) to O(2, 2)-T.T.F.N. and O(l/2, 1/2)-T.T.F.N.

provide the flexibility to the industrial engineer to take conservative or liberal

approach to problem solving as per the firm's specific requirements.

The benefit of fuzzy inventory models may be that it results in an optimal

range for the total cost that includes all the relevant ambiguous information. This
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ambiguity present in the real world is lost when crisp inventory model is used. The

results of numerical example taken in this chapter clearly indicate how much the

optimal total cost can deviate from the most likely value. Numerical example also

illustrates the degree of belongingness of the deviated optimal total cost value.

Depending on the information provided by the results of the model developed in this

chapter, the decision maker can plan ahead taking care of future uncertainties.

6.1,2 Fuzzy Inventory Models for Non-Instantaneous Receipt

In Chapter 4, Fuzzy Non-Instantaneous Receipt Model One (FNMI) is

formulated. (FNM1) take into account fuzzy ordering cost, fuzzy holding cost, fuzzy

total demand, fuzzy demand rate, fuzzy production rate and fuzzy cost per unit.

(FNMI) is applied to O(2,2)-T.T.F.N. and Q(t12, l/2)-T.T.F.N. This application of

(FNMI) is illustrated by a numerical problem. The specific application of (FNMI) to

O(2,2)-T.T.F.N. and 0(112, 1/2)-T.T.F.N. provide the flexibility to the industrial

engineer to be conservative or liberal in his/her approach to problem solving as per

the firm's specific requirements.

The benefit of a fuzzy inventory model may be that it results in an optimal

range for the total cost that includes all the relevant ambiguous information. This

ambiguity present in the real world is lost when crisp inventory model is used. The

results of numerical example taken in this chapter clearly indicate how much the

optimal total cost can deviate from the most likely value. Numerical example also

illustrates the degree of belongingness of the deviated optimal total cost value.

Depending on the information provided by the results of the model developed here,

the decision maker can plan a production lot size that accounts for future

uncertainties.
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6.1.3 Compromise befween Set-up/ordering Cost and Holding Cost

Here, Trapezoid Fuzzy Numbers (Tr.F.N.) are applied to fuzzy inventory

models (FM2) and (FM3). (FM2) is a special case of (FM1) where ordering cost is

taken as fuzzy and holding cost, demand, and cost per unit are taken as crisp. Results

of (FM2) are applied to Tr.F.N. and the ensuing model is named (FM2srJ. (FM3) is a

specialcase of (FMl) where holding cost is taken as fuzzy and ordering cost, demand,

and cost per unit are taken as crisp. Results of (FM3) are applied to Tr.F.N. and the

ensuing model is named (FM3HrJ. In addition, Tr.F.N. are applied to fuzzy non-

instantaneous receipt models, (FNM2) and (FNM3). (FNM2) is a special case of

(FNMI) where ordering cost is taken as fuzzy and holding cost, total demand,

demand rate, production rate and cost per unit are taken as crisp. Results of (FNM2)

are applied to Tr.F.N. and the ensuing model is named (FNM251). (FNM3) is a

special case of (FNMI) where holding cost is taken as fuzzy and ordering cost, total

demand, demand rate, production rate and cost per unit are taken as crisp. Results of

(FNM3) are applied to Tr.F.N. and the ensuing model is named (FNM3nr,). The

algorithm of compromise between two Tr.F.N. is given for incorporating the degree

of preference y¡15 of the fuzzy holding cost in comparisonto fuzzy ordering/setup cost.

With the help of a numerical example in Section 5.5, a compromise study is

conducted between optimal total costs of model (FM2srJ and optimal total cost of

model (FM3HrJ. With the help of another numerical example in Section 5.8, a

compromise study is conducted between optimal total costs of model (FNM231) and

optimal total cost of model (FNM3HrJ.

As an example, if the decision makers believe in reducing inventory and due

to good geographical location, prompt delivery of the product is possible, ordering
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cost \ilould be strictly prefened to holding cost. In such a case, business attitude cr of

decision maker would be equal to zero and corresponding value of y¡¡s may give the

most suitable value of optimal total cost for practical decision-making. The results of

compromise communicate the total business strategy suitable for a particular

manufacturing business.

In any industry, the primary goal is to generate revenue and create value. The

value created by any business can be expressed in different forms according to the

different business policy. All the values created can be expressed in terms of money.

The creation of value can be achieved in different forms for example, by reducing

costs. One can reduce the costs by various means viz. reducing manpower, increasing

productivity, or by improving the efficiency of one's assets. Improving the efficiency

of one's investment in inventory will reduce costs and enhance the profitability of a

firm. The models developed in this thesis may be used for improving the efficiency of

an inventory investment, customer responsiveness or for preparation for future

uncertainties.

Recommendation for Future Research

The fuzzy inventory models developed in Chapter 3 can be extended to

O(2, ll2)-T.T.F.N., O(l/2, 2)-T.T.F.N., O(2, 2)-Tr.T.F.N., 0(712, 1/2)-Tr.T.F.N.,

O(2,ll2)-Tr.T.F.N., O(l/2,2)-Tr.T.F.N. and other higher/lower order triangular type

or trapezoidal type fuzzy numbers. The Fuzzy non instantaneous inventory models

developed in Chapter 4 can also be extended to O(2, I/2)-T.T.F.N.,

0(112, 2) -T.T.F.N., O(2, 2)-Tr.T.F.N., O(l/2, 1/2)-Tr.T.F.N., O(2, ll2)-Tr.T.F.N.,

O(1/2,2)- Tr.T.F.N. and other higher/lower order triangular type or trapezoidal type

6.2
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fuzzy numbers.Fuzzy inventory models can also be developed for joint replenishment

inventory problems and then applied to different types of fuzzy numbers.

The compromise methodology developed in Chapter 5 can be applied to fuzzy

joint replenishment inventory models. Compromise methodology can also be

developed for O(2, 2)-Tr.T.F.N., O(l/2, 1/2)-Tr.T.F.N. and other higher/lower order

trapezoidal type fuzzy numbers. In a share market, an investor may want to maximize

the profits by investing limited resources at the disposal of the investor. The

compromise methodology as applied in this thesis can be applied in share market for

the selection of investible equities in the right ratio.
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41.1 Fuzzy Sets Theory

Zadeh (1965) introduced fuzzy sets to represent knowledge that is vague or

imprecise (fiizzy).In classical set theory, an element either is or is not a member of the

set. In contrast to the sharp or "crisp" boundaries of classical sets, fuzzy sets allow

degrees of membership in a set, as expressed by a number between 0 and I .

theory.

(1ee1).

In the following section are introduced some of the basic terminology of fuzzy set

The theory of fiizzy sets is basically a theory of graded concepts Zimmerman

Fuzzy Set

Let X be a classical set of objects, called the universe, whose generic elements are

denoted by x. A fuzzy set A in X is a function A: X)[0, 1]. The membership, in a crisp

subset of X is viewed as characteristic function ¡ra(x) from X to [0, i] such that:

[O .fo, xÊA
Aelx)=\t þr xeA,

'Where 
{0, 1} is called a valuation set (Bector and Chandra, (2005)).

If the valuation set is allowed to be the closed real interval [0, 1], A is called afiizzy set

proposed by Zadeh (1996). pa(x) is the degree of membership (degree of belonging) of x

in A. The closer the value of ¡ra(x) is to i, the more x belongs to A. Therefore, A is

completely characteñzed by the set of ordered pairs:

A = {(x, pe(x)/ x eX}

where pe(x) maps X to the membership space [0, 1]. Elements with zero degree of

membership are usually not listed. If Sup pe(x) =1, V x e R, then the fuzzy set A is
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called a normal fi.nzy set in R. A fuzzy set that is not normal is called subnormal fuzzy

set.

o a-Cut or cr-Level Set

One of the most important concepts of fuzzy sets is the concept of cr-cut or

o-level set. An c¿-cut denoted by Ao is the crisp set of element x in R whose degree of

belonging to the fuzzy set A is at least cr, cr € [0, i]. That is,

Ao= {x e X I p(x)> cr, a e [0, 1]].

The a-cut or a-level set of fuzzy set is the crisp set Ao that contains all elements

of the universal set X e R whose membership grades in A are greater than or equal to the

specified value of o, ø e [0, l].

u Support of a tr'uzzy Set

The support of afuzzy setAis aset S(A) suchthatx e S(A) e pe(x) > 0. If ¡ra(x) is

constant over S(A), then A is non-fuzzy.

Al.2 Algebraic Operations on Fuzzy Sets

In addition to the set theoretic operations, we can also define a number of other

ways of forming combinations of fuzzy sets and relating them to one another. Here some

important operations among them are presented.

Algebraic product of two fiizzy sets A and B, is A (.) B whose membership

function is,

Pal;n(x) = [pA(x) (.) pe(x)] v x e X

Algebraic Sum of two lazzy sets A and B, is A (+) B whose membership function

is,
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pe*s(x) = [pe(x) (+) ps(x)] V x e X

provided 0S þ¿(r)(+)pu(")< i

o Convexity of Fuzzy Sets

The notion of convexity can be extended to fuzzy sets in such a way as to

preserve many of the properties that it has in case of crisp sets. Here, it is assumed that X

is the n-dimensional space Rn. 
'We now have the following two definitions of convexity

of fuzzy sets.

A fiizzy set A is convex if and only if every set Ao = {x e X I po (") > cr} for all a e [0,

1] is a convex set.

The convexity of a fuzzy set can also be defined as follows.

A fuzzy set A is said to be a convex set if,

p (Lxt+ (1-À) xz ) 2 Min (p (xù, lt (xr)), xr, x2 e X, î"e [0, 1] .

The definition of a flizzy set leads us to the following definition of afuzzy number.

e Fuzzy Number

The first definition of a fuzzy set allows us to extend various properties of crisp

sets and operations on crisp sets to their fuzzy counterparts. An ordinary number'a' can

be characterizedby using the notation of membership function as,

It ifx=a
u^fx)={'A\/ [.0 ifx+a

AFuzzy Number A is a fuzzy set on the real line R, that possesses the following

properties,

o I is a normal, convex fizzy set on R,

o The c¿-level set Ao is a closed interval for every cr e [0, 1], and
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" The support of A, S(A) = {x I pe(x) > 0}, is bounded.

o Fuzzy arithmetic

Fuzzy arithmetic is based on two properties of fivzy numbers,

1. Each fuzzy set and thus, each fuzzy number can be fully and uniquely represented by

its cr-level sets.

2. cr-level sets of each fuzry number are closed intervals of real numbers for all cr e [0,

11.

These properties enable us to define an arithmetic operation on fuzzy numbers in

terms of arithmetic operations on their cr-level sets. (i.e. arithmetic operations on closed

intervals).

A 1.2.1 Possibilify and the Necessify Index to rank the fuzzy Numbers.

Let F(!t) be a set of fuzzy numbers. The fiizzy set F(fr) is not linearly ordered.

In order to compare two fuzzy numbers infuzzy set F(A) we have to define suitable

ordering in F(!{). Dubois and Prade (1983) proposed the possibility and the necessity

indices to rank the fi,nzy numbers. In our present study, we make use of necessity index

described by

Nece(A > B) = 1- sup 
rr.Sllrr {,¿"¿o (x), /t, (y))

where fuzzy numbers A, B e F(!(). It can be verified that

Nece(A > A) > I- a,if and only if, A: > B: .
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In the sequel, we shall take the ordering between two fuzzy numbers, A, B e F(B), as

follows.

A > B, if and only if, Nece(A> B)>l-a,.

We also write B < A, if and only if, A > B. Moreover, by virtue of the fuzzy order

relation described above, A e F(!{) is a non negative fuzzy number, denoted by A 2 0, if

A:>0,Yae[0,1].

41.3 Fuzzy Arithmetic Based on Operations on Closed fntervals.

A fizzy number can be characterized by an interval of confidence at level o, as

follows.

Aû = [al(cr), a2(ü)]

This has the property

a,3d,'=Ao,cAo

According to Kaufmann and Gupta (1985, 1988), let A = [a, b] e R and B = [c, d] e R be

two finzy numbers then the arithmetic operations on them are as follows.

Addition A+B=[a*c, b+d]

Subtraction A - B =la- d, b - c ]

Multiplication A. B : I Min (ac, ad, bc, bd), Max (ac, ad, bc, bd) ]

Inverseof A A-1 = [Min( lla,l.lb),Max( lla,llb)]

Division AÆ A/B = [Min ( a/c, ald,blc,bld),}l4ax (a/c, a/d,blc,bld)]

Minimum (n) AnB = [anc,bn d]

Maximum (v) A vB - [avc, b v d]
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Let A and B be two fuzzy numbers such that Aü= [al(cr), a2(")] be the cr-level set of A and

Bo = [b,("), 6r(")1 is the c¿-level set of B.

Let * denote any of the arithmetic operations *, -, ., l, n and v on fuzzy numbers. Then,

we define a fuzzy set A * B in R, by defining its c¿-level sets (A * B) o as (A *

B)o = Ao* Boforanyo e [0, 1].

Since (A * B) o is a closed interval for each cr e [0, 1] and A and B are fizzy numbers, A

* B is also a fuzzy number.

The multiplication of frtzzy number A c R by an ordinary number k e R* is

defined as

(k* A") = k (.) A(l= [kal(cr), kur(")]

or equivalently, p¡.6(x) = ltt(x/k) V x e R.

Addition of luzzy number A c R with ordinary number k e R* is defined as

k+Ao: [k,k] + [a1("), ar("), : [k+ar(o),k+ar(ct)1.

Subtraction of f,tzzy number A c R from an ordinary number k e R* is defined as,

k - Ao : [k, k] - [ar("), ar@) 1 : [k, k] + l-a2@),-a,(") ] : [k -az@),k -a,(")1.

Al.4 Types of Fuzzy Numbers used in this Thesis.

In this thesis we use Order (2,2) -Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (O(2,

2) -T.T.F.N.), Order (l/2,l/2) -Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (O(I12,1/2) -T.T.F.N.)

and T rup ezoidal F tzzy Number (Tr. F.N.).
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Al.4.l Order (2,2) -Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.).

Appadoo et.al (2005) defined a Order (2, 2)-Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers

(O(2,2) -T.T.F.N.), where A, is denoted by the triplet (ab az, at)o(z,z¡ and its membership

function is written as

L[^ =

0,

¡ :2

r-l u'-* l,
\.at -a' /
I :2

1-l "-u' L
\at-a, )

0,

X(ât

â., 1X 1 4,

ar1x1a.,

x)â¡

voeþ,t]

voeþ,t]

The cr-cut of (a1, az, az)oe,z¡ is given as under

Ar(a) = (u, -(a, - a, )(1 - o)"t )

Ar(a) =(a, + (a, - ar)Q- o)"')

Geometrically, an O(2,2) -T.T.F.N. can be visualized as in Figure I . I below.

1

l.r

0

à1 Az ã3

Figure A 1 . 1 . Order (2, 2) Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers.

4L.4.2. Order (ll2,ll2)-Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (O(l/2,1/2) -T.T.F.N.).

A Order (112, Il2) -Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (0(112, 1/2) -T.T.F.N.),

(Appadoo et.al (2005)) A, is denoted by the triplet (at, az, at)oln, uz¡ and its membership

function is written as
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0,

/ \ll2

t-f u'-" 
I

\ar-a't )
¡ '¡ll2

r-f *-u' 
I

lut-u, )
0,

The c¿-cut of (a1, az,at)o1tz,

A,(a) = (u, -(a, - a,)(1 - o)' )

Ar(a) = (ur. *(a, - ar)(1 - o)' )

xla,

ar1x1a,

à21x1àz

X)âs

vz¡ is given as under

voeþ,t]

va e þ,t]

Geometrically, an O(I12, Il2) -T.T.F.N. can be visualized as in Figure 1.2 below.

1

l.r

0

Figure
ã1 A2 ã3

41.2. Order (I12, 112)Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers.

41.4.3. TrapezoidalFuzzyNumber (Tr.F.N.)

A trapezoidal fiizzy number (Tr.F.N.), A, is denoted by the quadruplet (a¡, à2, d3,

aa) and its membership function is written as

0,

*_â1 
ràz-àt

t,
uo-* 

,
à¿-ãt

0,

x(âr

ar1x1a,

ar 1x1a,

A, 1x1Ao

x)¿t¿

þ¡, =
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The a-cut of (a1, ã2, à3, aa) is given as under

Ar(a)= (u, +(a, -a,)o)

Ar(a)=(uo-(ao -a,)u)

voeþ,i]

voeþ,t]

Geometrically, an Tr.F.N. can be visualized as in Figure 1.2 below.

I

p

0

â'1 ã2 ã3 à4

Figure A 1 . 3. Trapezoidal F uzzy Number.

41.5 Kaufmann and Gupta Error Analysis with T.F.N./Tr.F.N.

Approximation.

Using Kaufmann and Gupta (1985) notation, suppose there is a fuzzy number A

whose cut is given explicitly by

A(o) = [A(ar), A(crn )]

where, A(ar) = represents the g-cut of left segment of the exact fazzy number A.

A(ctn) = represents the g-cut of right segment of the exactfuzzy number A.

Suppose P, a T.F.N/Tr.F.N., is obtained as an approximation of, the fuzzy number

A, such that the cr-cut of P is given by P(a) = [P(or), P(c¿n)] where P(c¿r) = represents

the a-cut of left segment of the approximate fuzzy number P. P(crn) = represents the

cr-cut of right segment of the approximate fizzy number P.

The left divergence e¡o is given by Kaufmann and Gupta (1985),

e¡"=A(crl)-P(crl).



The right divergence r,o is given by Kaufmann and Gupta (1985),

e,o=A(crp)- P(crn).

According to Kaufmarm and Gupta (1985), maximum divergence is at o = 0.5, if

each of the right and left divergence is less than 3o/o at o = 0.5, then P can be considered a

good approximation of the fuzzy number A, and one can use P in place of A to obtain

certain interesting results.

41.6 Associated Ordinary Number

Fuzzy numbers are convenient for representing imprecise numerical quantities in

a vague environment. In Chapter 5 the use of associated ordinary number for Tr.F.N. is

required. The Center of Gravity method proposed by Vujosevic, et. aL (1996) is used to

get the associated ordinary number.

The Trapezoid is divided into three parts of two right-angled triangles and one

rectangle. Area and centre of gravity of these three parts are calculated separately by

using simple geometry. Finally the combined centre of gravity of the whole Figure 1.4 is

calculated, this combined center of gravity will be used as the associated ordinary

number.

à1 a2

Figure A1.4. Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number,

and Finding Associated Crisp Number.

r52

u
Parts, for Area Calculations

à3

Divided into Three
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o Area of Trapezoid

Area of trapezoid from Figure 1.4 is the sum of Area of Part 1, Area of Part 2 and

Area of Part 3. Part 1 and Part 3 are right-angled triangles and the area is given by half

base multiplied by height. Part2 is a Rectangle and the area is given by the multiplication

ofbase and height.

Let,

Area of Part I : Arl

Area of Part 2: Ar2

Area of Part 3 : Ar¡

1

Ar, =;(a, - a,) x 1

¿

Arr=(ar-ar)xl
,|

Ar, =;(ao -ar)xl
¿

o Center of gravity calculation

Centre of gravity for Part 1 is denoted by G,,i,), Centre of gravity for Part 2 is

denoted by E,ir), Centre of gravity for Part 3 is denoted by Gr,ir). Centre of gravity

formulae for Part 1 to Part 3 are given below.

1r = â, +!b,-u,)y, = J(t-o)

îz = ãz *){^, - u,),y r= }{t - 
o)

7z= ãt*+(", -u,)i, = J{t-o)
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Centre of gravity of the trapezoid is denoted by (1, y) and is given below.

- _ (X,et, +XrAr, +XrArr)
Ar, +Ar, +Ar,

-- _ (y,ar, +yr/irr+ yrArr)
i - ArJAr, +Ar,

The value of associated ordinary number for the Tr.F.N. is the value of X
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.A.ppendix 2

Motivation for Using O(m, m)- T.T"F"N. in This Thesis.
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A2.1 Order (m, m) -Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers

(O(m, m) -T.T.F.N.).

order (m, m)-Triangular Type Fuzzy Numbers (o(m, m) -T.T.F.N.), where A,

is denoted by the triplet (at, az, a:)o(', m) and its membership function is written as

l- [fi*)'
l'-u, l',
\at-az)

x(âl

àt1X1a,

à21x1ãt

x)âr

vueþ,t]

vcr e [0, t]

(A2.1)

(A2.2)

(A2.3)

Ll^ =

t-

0,

The c¿-crlt of (a1, a2, a3)op,z¡ is given as under

A,(ø) = (u, -(a, -a,)(1-o)"- )

Ar(a): (u, + (a, - ar)(l- o)"')

A2.2 Numerical ExamPle

In order to illustrate the usefulness of O(m, m) -T.T.F.N. developed in Section

A2.l dataof ordering cost S : (50,75, 100¡.,*¡ is taken'

By programming (A2.2) and (42.3) in Excel, for m : 10,2,1, 0.5, and 0.1 the

results as obtained as shown below in Table A2.l to Table A2.5. Data given in Table

A2.l to Table 42.5 is graphed together in Figure A2.1 to illustrate the comparative

advantage of using different values of m and the flexibility provided by this kind of fuzzy

numbers.
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By program ming (A2.2) and (42.3) in Excel, for m : 10, the results are obtained

as given below in Table A2.1'

Table AZ.I.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(10, 10) -T'T'F'N'

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 1

i r (cr) s0.0 s0.3 50.6 50.9 5r.2 5r.7 s2.2 52.8 53.7 55.1 75.0

Sz(u) 100.0 99.7 99.4 99.7 98.8 98.3 97.8 97.2 96.3 94.9 1s.0

By program ming (A2.2) and (A2.3) in Excel, for m :2,the results are obtained as

shown below in Table A2'2.

Table Az2.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(2,2) -T'T'F'N'

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Sr (ct) s0.0 51.3 52.6 54.1 s5.6 57.3 59.2 61.3 63.8 67.1 75.0

sz(o) 100.0 98.7 97.4 95.9 94.4 92.1 90.8 88.7 86.2 82.9 75.0

By program ming (A2.2) and (42.3) in Excel, for m : 1, the results are obtained as

shown below in Table A2.3.
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Table Az.3.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(1, 1) -T-T.F.N.

cx, 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0_4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 i

Sr(cr) 50.0 52.5 55.0 51.5 60.0 62.5 65.0 67.5 70.0 12.5 7 5.0

Sz(cr) 100.0 97.5 95.0 92.5 90.0 87.s 85.0 82.5 80.0 77.5 75.0

By programming (A2.2) and (42.3) in Excel, for m : 0.5, the results are obtained

as shown below in Table A2.4.

Table A2.4.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(0.5, 0.5) -T.T.F.N'

ct 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I

S r (c¿) 50.0 54.8 59.0 62.8 66.0 68.8 71.0 72.8 74.0 74.8 75.0

Sz(cr) 100.0 95.3 91.0 87.3 84.0 81.3 79.0 77.3 16.0 75.3 75.0

By programming(Ã2.2) and (42.3) in Excel, for m:0.1, the results are obtained

as shown below in Table 42.5.

Table A2.5.Fuzzy Ordering Cost S as O(0.1, 0'1) -T.T'F.N.

c[ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 t

Sr(cr) 50.0 66.3 72.3 74.3 74.8 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0 75.0

Sz(cl) 100.0 83.7 77.7 75.7 75.2 75.0 75.0 75.4 15.0 15.0 75.0
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Ordering Cost as O(m, m)-T.T.F'N.

1.2

1

0.8

r 0.6

0.4

0.2

0

45.0

Figure A2.7. Ordering Cost as O(m, m)-T.T.F.N. for different values of m.

As can be visualised from Figure 42.1 above that for higher values of m the

confidence level in the terminal part of the range of subjective data is high. As the value

of m reduces to 1, O(m, m)-T.T.F.N. becomes a TriangularFuzzy Number (T.F.N.). For

lower values of m the confidence level in the terminal part of the information decreases.

This particular characteristic of O(m, m)-T.T.F.N. gives an Industrial Engineer the

flexibility to be conservative or liberal in approach while solving the inventory cost and

lot size problems.




